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3. INTRODUCTION 

Over the past half-century, the field of medicine has witnessed a series of 
remarkable advances in prenatal screening and diagnostics. It is a result of 
scientific discoveries and technological development, which has led to new and 
improved methods for fetal aneuploidy detection. Even though amniocentesis 
(AC) and fetal ultrasound were first used in the 1950s and late 1960s, respec-
tively, prenatal screening and diagnostic methods were not accessible for the 
majority of pregnant women at first. 

During the 1970s and early 1980s, advanced maternal age – commonly 
defined as over 35 years of age – was the only indication why the fetal chromo-
somal abnormalities were assessed in the general population of pregnant 
women. Less than 1/3 of Down syndrome cases were prenatally diagnosed in 
these early days. Only about 2% of those who followed invasive prenatal 
procedures had fetal karyotype abnormalities, which is comparable to the 
chance of procedure-related miscarriage with AC or chorionic villus sampling 
(CVS). 

The introduction of second trimester maternal serum screening in the form of 
“double”, “triple”, and “quadruple” marker testing in the late 1980s and early 
1990s significantly improved the accuracy of fetal aneuploidy detection. The 
proportion of prenatally diagnosed Down syndrome cases more than doubled, 
with chromosomal abnormalities discovered in as many as 4% of cases with 
positive screening results. 

In the late 1990s and early 2000s, the introduction of the first trimester com-
bined test (FCT), which uses ultrasound measurement of nuchal translucency 
(NT) thickness along with concentrations of human β subunit of chorionic 
gonadotropin (β-hCG) and pregnancy-associated plasma protein-A (PAPP-A) in 
maternal serum as risk markers, shifted fetal aneuploidy screening from the 
second trimester to the first trimester. As a result, screening performance has 
improved such that more than 9/10 of Down syndrome cases are prenatally 
diagnosed, and the yield from invasive testing has risen nearly to 6%, still in-
dicating that only a small number of pregnant women screened as high risk of 
fetal chromosomal aberration are confirmed by invasive prenatal diagnosis. 
FCT has been widely adopted as the primary prenatal screening test in many 
countries, including Estonia. 

The latest addition to prenatal screening is non-invasive prenatal testing 
(NIPT), which uses cell-free DNA (cfDNA) from maternal blood sample to 
detect fetal aneuploidy. In 1997, Lo et al. first reported that pregnant women’s 
blood sample includes fetal DNA, a founding discovery for cfDNA-based 
prenatal screening. Cell-free fetal DNA (cffDNA) constitutes about 10% of total 
cfDNA and is thought to be placental in origin, resulting from apoptotic 
trophoblasts. cffDNA fragments are typically small, approximately 150 bp in 
length, and can be detected as early as four weeks of gestation. Importantly, 
cffDNA can be used to detect common fetal trisomies, such as trisomy 21 
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(T21), 18 (T18), and 13 (T13), also rare aneuploidies of other chromosomes, 
and even sub-chromosomal aberrations as the entire fetal genome is represented 
by the fragments and can be quantified by sequencing. NIPT has shown excep-
tional performance in detecting fetal aneuploidy compared to the conventional 
prenatal screening methods previously mentioned. Even though NIPT has 
demonstrated high sensitivity and specificity for common fetal trisomies, it is 
still a screening test and, therefore, positive test result needs to be confirmed by 
a follow-up invasive diagnostic procedure. 

The aim of the doctoral thesis was to develop a NIPT data analysis workflow 
and computational framework for targeted sequencing data. In addition, we 
implemented and validated a low-coverage whole genome based NIPT analysis 
pipeline for Estonian prenatal clinical care to detect common fetal aneuploidies. 
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4. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

4.1. Origin of fetal aneuploidy 
In the early 1970s, cytogenetic studies of human oocytes made the search for 
the source of chromosomal aneuploidy possible (Pellestor et al., 2005). The pri-
mary causes of spontaneous miscarriages and congenital abnormalities in 
humans are known to be chromosomal aneuploidies (Jia et al., 2015). Chromo-
somal abnormalities affect about 30% of eggs (Wartosch et al., 2021). In addi-
tion, trisomic or monosomic pregnancies account for at least 10% of all clini-
cally diagnosed pregnancies (Nagaoka et al., 2012). Many aneuploid concep-
tions are thought to be eliminated and thus miscarried during the first stages of 
pregnancy (Nagaoka et al., 2012). The majority of aneuploidies are caused by 
errors originating during oocyte maturation (Nagaoka et al., 2012). The main 
differences between female and male gametogenesis, resulting in many more 
aneuploidies in oocytes rather than in sperm cells, are related to the timing of 
cell division and the number of cells produced from one parent cell (Hassold et 
al., 2007). 

The fundamental mechanisms of chromosomal missegregation errors that 
result in aneuploidy or mosaicism are non-disjunction and anaphase lag. 
Chromosomal non-disjunction is a condition in which chromosomes in meiosis 
I (MI) or sister chromatids in meiosis II (MII) fail to separate equally into the 
daughter cells. As a consequence, one cell has two chromosomes or chromatids, 
whereas the other cell has none (Lamb et al., 2005). Chromosome segregation 
errors are more prevalent during MI division compared to MII in human 
oocytes. Moreover, the incidence of errors is chromosome-dependent (Wartosch 
et al., 2021). Some non-disjunction mechanisms are responsible for errors that 
are associated with failure to crossover, others with crossovers that occur too 
close or too far from the centromere. Also, some mechanisms are caused by 
anomalies in other meiotic processes, such as loss of sister chromatid cohesion 
or defects in spindle assembly/disassembly (Hassold et al., 2007; Sherman et 
al., 2006). 

 
4.1.1. Parental origin 

More than 90% of aneuploidies are thought to be caused by maternal meiotic 
errors, as illustrated in Table 1 (Hassold et al., 2007). The significantly in-
creased proportion of maternal mistakes has been attributed to several factors. 
Most of the information and cases are based on T21, the most common and 
studied autosomal trisomy (Loane et al., 2013). These include an unusually long 
MI division during oogenesis, which spans from fetal development to meno-
pause (Hassold et al., 2007), and a stronger stringency in the removal of T21 
cells during fetal testicular development than ovarian development (Iwarsson et 
al., 2015). Another idea suggests that female embryos already contain a trisomic 
cell population in their ovaries with T21 (Hultén et al., 2010). 
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Because paternal aneuploidy is thought to account for less than 10% of 
aneuploidy, there have been significantly fewer investigations on the subject to 
understand its paternal origin (Hassold & Hunt, 2001). Male gametes are conti-
nually created from male germ cells that are actively mitotically dividing before 
entering meiosis in mature adults. As a result, male gametes are subjected to far 
less temporal stress, and sperm production is maintained throughout lifetime. 
The majority of aneuploidies in male gametes are connected to sex chromo-
somes since during male meiosis, XY chromosomes with only a small region of 
homology must pair and segregate, whereas in female meiosis, the XX chromo-
somal pairing does not pose any additional obstacles (Hassold & Hunt, 2001). 
Similar to the maternal origin, non-disjunction is the leading cause of meiotic 
segregation errors in human sperm, followed by anaphase lag (Uroz & Templa-
do, 2012). 

Despite the unbalanced contribution of maternal origin, the parental origin is 
discovered to be chromosome-dependent. In cases of pregnancy loss or in 
embryos created using in vitro fertilization and undergoing preimplantation 
genetic testing for aneuploidies, distinguishing parental origin can be crucial. 
Men with female partners who experience recurrent pregnancy loss have been 
found to have higher sperm aneuploidy than controls (Ramasamy et al., 2015). 
Furthermore, there seem to be more chromosomal errors originating from the 
MI division of oocytes for T21 and T13, while more errors are happening in the 
MII division of oocytes for T18. The incidence of post-zygotic mitotic errors, 
usually manifested as a mosaic form of trisomies, tends to be relatively small 
(less than 10%) compared to trisomies of meiotic origin (Table 1). 

 
 

Table 1. Origin of the most common trisomies. T21 – trisomy 21; T18 – trisomy 18; 
T13 – trisomy 13; MI – meiosis I; MII – meiosis II; PZM – post-zygotic mitosis. 
Adapted from (Hassold et al., 2007). 

Trisomy Cases Maternal Paternal PZM (%) MI (%) MII (%) MI (%) MII (%) 
T21 782 69.6 23.6 1.7 2.3 2.7 
T18 150 33.3 58.7 0.0 0.0 8.0 
T13 74 56.6 33.9 2.7 5.4 1.4 
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4.1.2. Maternal age effect 

According to studies of trisomies, the incidence and risk of aneuploidy relate to 
increasing maternal age. Because of the considerable time period between 
meiotic arrest in the fetus and ovulation in the adult woman, maternal age can 
influence the occurrence of aneuploidy (Hassold & Hunt, 2001). Recombination 
mistakes in early meiosis, a deficient spindle assembly checkpoint, deterioration 
of the connection between the sister chromatids with age, and maternal “genetic 
age” are all theories for age-related aneuploidies (Chiang et al., 2012). The im-
pact of maternal age is significant – trisomic pregnancies account for 2% of all 
pregnancies among women under the age of 25, whereas they account for 35% 
of all conceptions among women over 40 years of age. Many fetuses with 
chromosomal abnormalities are eliminated during pregnancy (Figure 1). There 
is no known evidence that race, geographical region, or socioeconomic status 
may have an impact on maternal age-specific trisomy rates (Hassold & Hunt, 
2001). 

The vast majority of aneuploidies resulting from maternal errors are meiotic 
and thus age-dependent (Chiang et al., 2012). This is not valid for all trisomy 
cases, as non-disjunction is a complicated mechanism influenced by both age-
dependent and age-independent factors and events, and thus fetal trisomies may 
also occur in younger mothers (Ghosh et al., 2010). The two-step mechanism 
explains how these two are related. The first step is the formation of a 
susceptible chiasmatic structure in the fetal oocyte, which is age-independent. 
The second step is aberrant processing of the vulnerable bivalent (i.e., the 
connected pair of homologous chromosomes), occurring at MI, dependent on 
the mother’s age (Muller et al., 2000). Therefore, the non-disjunctional process 
occurs in both young and old women. It simply happens more frequently as 
people become older, potentially because of age-related degradation of the cell 
cycle or meiotic proteins involved in sister chromatid cohesion or homologue 
segregation (Muller et al., 2000). 

After establishing a clear association between maternal aneuploidy and 
advanced maternal age, no conclusive connection between paternal age and the 
frequency of disomic sperm has been established (Templado et al., 2013). 
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4.2. Common fetal aneuploidies 
Trisomies are the most prevalent aneuploidies in humans, accounting for about 
0.3% of all live births. Trisomies are defined by the presence of an extra 
chromosome and are induced mainly by segregation errors, which most com-
monly occur during meiotic divisions. Autosomal trisomies account for around 
35% of spontaneous abortions and do not appear compatible with life, except 
for T21, and to some extent T18 and T13 (Hassold & Hunt, 2001). Analyses 
demonstrate that most trisomies, regardless of the chromosome, arise during 
oogenesis and are hence maternal origin. The most prevalent trisomy is 
chromosome 16 trisomy, affecting more than 1% of all pregnancies (Hassold et 
al., 1995). Only fetuses with the mosaic form may survive trisomy 16, and usu-
ally this condition causes spontaneous miscarriage in the first trimester (Lang-
lois et al., 2006). T21, T18, and T13 are the most prevalent autosomal trisomies 
that survive to birth and, therefore, are collectively referred to as common fetal 
aneuploidies (Table 2). Furthermore, monosomy X (45,X) is also a relatively 
common aneuploidy, affecting about one in 2,000 liveborn females (Stochholm 
et al., 2006). Among common fetal autosomal aneuploidies only people with 
T21 typically live to adulthood and their lifespan is not significantly shortened 
(Weijerman & De Winter, 2010). On the other hand, T13 and T18 are the only 
additional autosomal trisomies found relatively often prenatally, yet newborns 
rarely survive past the first few months (Hassold & Hunt, 2001). Compared to 
the common autosomal trisomies, the disease phenotype of 45,X is relatively 
mild. 

 
Table 2. Prevalence of common autosomal trisomies per 10,000 births. T21 – trisomy 
21; T18 – trisomy 18; T13 – trisomy; CI – confidence interval (Loane et al., 2013). 

Trisomy Total prevalence (95% CI) Live birth prevalence (95% CI) 
T21 22.0 (21.7-22.4) 11.2 (10.9-11.5) 
T18 5.0 (4.8-5.1) 1.04 (0.96-1.12) 
T13 2.0 (1.9-2.2) 0.48 (0.43-0.54) 

 
 

4.2.1. Trisomy 21 – Down syndrome 

T21, also known as Down syndrome, is a genetic disorder caused by an extra 
copy of chromosome 21. Down syndrome is the most prevalent chromosomal 
abnormality in humans (Holmes, 2014). In addition to the three copies of 
chromosome 21, around 3% of Down syndrome cases are caused by a 
Robertsonian translocation, the most prevalent of which is t(14;21); while other 
forms of translocations are a relatively rare cause of this condition (Kusre et al., 
2015). In addition, 2% to 4% of people with Down syndrome have mosaicism 
(Papavassiliou et al., 2015). Approximately 5% of additional chromosomes in 
T21 are of paternal origin, whereas more than 90% are of maternal origin. 
Because human oocytes can be arrested in prophase I of the MI for several 
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decades, this phenomenon seems to be easy to understand. Thus, maternal MI 
errors are more prevalent than MII errors in the etiology of T21 (Hassold et al., 
2007; Wartosch et al., 2021). 

Down syndrome occurrence is dependent on maternal age (Asim et al., 
2015). At the time of conception, the frequency of T21 is high, but roughly half 
to seventy percent of these pregnancies are lost (Roper & Reeves, 2006). Other 
autosomal trisomies may be even more frequent than T21, yet they have a much 
lower postnatal survival rate than Down syndrome. A small number of genes on 
chromosome 21, which is the smallest and least gene-dense of the autosomes, 
are assumed to be responsible for the high survival rate of patients with T21 
(Roper & Reeves, 2006). There are several hypotheses on the disease origin of 
Down syndrome and the association between different genotypes and 
phenotypes. Gene dosage imbalance is one of them, in which the dosage (copy 
number) or quantity of genes of chromosome 21 is increased, resulting in 
enhanced gene expansion (Antonarakis et al., 2004). 

People with Down syndrome have a higher risk of acquiring a variety of 
medical conditions and diseases. They usually have mild to severe intellectual 
impairment, growth restriction, and distinctive dysmorphic features (Chitty, 
1998). Additional characteristics also linked to Down syndrome are congenital 
cardiac disease, skeletal dysplasia, gastrointestinal problems, immunosuppres-
sion, and visual and hearing impairment (Chitty, 1998). Congenital heart abnor-
malities affect up to half of all newborns with Down syndrome (Asim et al., 
2015). 

 
4.2.2. Trisomy 18 – Edwards syndrome 

T18, commonly known as Edwards syndrome, is a chromosomal disorder 
caused by an extra copy of chromosome 18. Edwards syndrome is the second 
most frequent syndrome next to T21 (Bugge et al., 1998). Edwards syndrome is 
divided into three types: complete, partial, and mosaic T18. The most prevalent 
type of T18 is complete T18 making 94% of the cases. Non-disjunction, which 
usually occurs during maternal MII, is the cause of the extra chromosome 18. 
The additional chromosome is usually inherited from the mother (Bugge et al., 
1998). The second most prevalent type of T18, following meiotic T18, is 
mosaic T18, with a frequency of less than 5%. Mosaic trisomy consists of a full 
T18 cell line along with the normal euploid cell line (Cereda & Carey, 2012). 
Edwards syndrome may also be caused by a partial (segmental) T18 that affects 
2% of people with this particular syndrome, in which only a portion of 
chromosome 18q (long chromosome arm) is present in triplicate. A balanced 
translocation or inversion carried by one of the parents is frequently the cause of 
the partial triplicate of chromosome 18 (Cereda & Carey, 2012). 

T18 pregnancies are known to have a high risk of fetal loss and stillbirth 
(Goel et al., 2019). In one study, the median survival time was 14.5 days for 
people with T18 and more than 90% died within the first year (Rasmussen et 
al., 2003). The frequency of Edwards syndrome rises in correlation with 
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maternal age. Due to a rise in the average maternal age, the prevalence of T18 
has increased recently (Goel et al., 2019). Edwards syndrome incidence varies 
by country, mainly being related to the pregnancy termination policy. 
Interestingly, the sex of the affected fetus is biased, as more female than male 
fetuses have been found (ratio 3:2). This means that male fetuses have a greater 
risk for fetal loss than pregnancies with female fetuses, while the latter 
pregnancies have a better survival rate (Goel et al., 2019). 

Edwards syndrome is defined by a wide range of clinical signs and symp-
toms, as well as the involvement of multi-organ dysfunction (Cereda & Carey, 
2012). It is characterized by malformations of different organs that develop 
before birth, specific craniofacial features, prenatal growth deficiency, distinc-
tive hand posture (overriding fingers), nail hypoplasia, short hallux, and short 
sternum, as the main clinical features that serve as diagnostic clues in the peri-
natal period. 90% of Edwards syndrome individuals have severe heart ab-
normalities, therefore only 5% to 10% of children with this condition live past 
their first year (Cereda & Carey, 2012). 

 
4.2.3. Trisomy 13 – Patau syndrome 

T13, commonly known as Patau syndrome, is an autosomal chromosomal 
condition caused by an extra copy of chromosome 13. The syndrome can occur 
as a full, partial (segmental), or mosaic form of T13 (Cammarata-Scalisi et al., 
2019). The complete trisomy is the most frequent type of T13, accounting 
approximately for 80% of all cases (Cammarata-Scalisi et al., 2019). A 
Robertsonian translocation of t(13;14) in one of the parents leading to 
unbalanced three copies of chromosome 13 instead of the usual two in the fetus 
is significantly less prevalent, mosaicism for T13 is only found in 5% of all 
cases (Miryounesi et al., 2016). T13 is the third most prevalent trisomy. Patients 
carrying the genomic mutation have a postnatal survival rate of 6% to 12% 
beyond the first year of life (Satgé et al., 2017). 

T13 has become more common in recent decades as the number of 
pregnancies among women of advanced maternal age has increased (Loane et 
al., 2013). According to the study, the median survival time of T13 was 7 days 
and approximately 90% of infants died within the first year (Rasmussen et al., 
2003). Recent advancements in clinical management, such as surgical and 
intensive medicinal treatment, have shown progress in survival rate. As a result, 
more T13 patients are now living past their first year of life (Goel et al., 2019). 

The most prevalent defects in T13 are cardiac and nervous system abnor-
malities (Springett et al., 2015). Fetal growth restriction and holoprosencephaly, 
in which the embryonic forebrain fails to develop into two cerebral hemi-
spheres, are common symptoms of T13. Cyclopia, cleft lip, and cleft palate are 
examples of midline facial abnormalities. Patients with T13 can develop 
congenital heart disease, polycystic kidney disease, urogenital malformations, 
and gynecological dysgenesis (Watson et al., 2007). 
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4.2.4. Monosomy X – Turner syndrome 

45,X, also known as Turner syndrome, is caused by a partial or total loss of one 
of the X chromosomes (Saenger, 2001). Congenital ovarian hypoplasia syndro-
me is another name for 45,X. In females, it is the most frequent chromosomal 
defect (Saenger, 2001). Non-mosaic 45,X affects around half of the people with 
Turner syndrome, while in the other half, a mosaic 45,X form is found (Wolff et 
al., 2010). Turner syndrome usually is de novo in origin and occurs due to a 
random event during meiosis. Non-disjunction is a type of cell division defect 
that can result in gametes with an incorrect number of chromosomes (Wolff et 
al., 2010). Turner syndrome, unlike trisomies, is unrelated to maternal age and 
is more likely due to instability of chromosome Y leading to its loss during 
male meiosis. Therefore, in 75 to 80% of the Turner syndrome cases, chromo-
some X of maternal origin is still present (Renna et al., 2013). 

Turner syndrome may remain undiagnosed due to the absence or mild 
phenotypic effects at birth. As many girls or women with a modest phenotypic 
outcome remain undiagnosed or are discovered later in life, its real frequency is 
somewhat unclear (Gunther et al., 2004). Turner syndrome affects people of all 
ethnicities and nations to a similar extent. Because some pregnant women 
choose to terminate their pregnancies when their fetuses have 45,X, the 
prevalence of Turner syndrome at birth is decreasing as prenatal screening 
becomes more widely used (Kikkeri & Nagalli, 2021). 

The prominent feature of Turner syndrome patients is their small height, 
which is present in all of them. A wide chest, short neck, genu valgum, and nail 
dysplasia are some of the other traits (Sävendahl & Davenport, 2000). Turner 
syndrome patients have normal intellect but may develop neurocognitive 
abnormalities, such as memory, attention, and learning issues. Turner syndrome 
patients have a higher incidence of cardiovascular abnormalities, which in-
creases their mortality risk (Kikkeri & Nagalli, 2021). Women with Turner 
syndrome are at extremely high risk for primary ovarian insufficiency and 
infertility due to the atresia of follicles, which may already start before puberty. 
Therefore, the patients might appear with either a delayed onset of puberty or 
amenorrhea in adolescent age. As Turner syndrome is associated with follicular 
death, the elevated level of follicle-stimulating hormone and decreased level of 
the anti-Mullerian hormone are considered sensitive markers for predicting 
ovarian failure (Lunding et al., 2015). 

 

4.3. Prenatal screening and diagnosis 
For more than 40 years, prenatal genetic diagnosis for fetal aneuploidies, such 
as T21, T18, and T13, has been an important element of prenatal care. Only 
fetal genetic material can give a definitive prenatal diagnosis, which requires 
invasive testing and is accompanied by a risk of miscarriage (Chitayat et al., 
2011). Due to that, more convenient and safe screening approaches are used to 
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limit the practice of invasive procedures and thus the risk for pregnancy loss. To 
assess the risk of chromosomal abnormalities, a variety of screening techno-
logies are used, each with its own set of advantages and disadvantages in terms 
of gestational time, cost, and accuracy. Table 3 shows a list of different prenatal 
screening and diagnostics approaches. The majority of prenatal follow-up is 
done for the purpose of screening in order to limit the population of pregnant 
women truly requiring invasive prenatal diagnostics (Kotsopoulou et al., 2015). 

Starting around the 1980s the second trimester screening was used for 
aneuploidy detection (Russo & Blakemore, 2014). Nevertheless, in the late 
1990s the introduction of the FCT (Spencer et al., 1999), which uses ultrasound 
measurement of NT thickness along with maternal serum risk markers shifted 
fetal aneuploidy screening from the second trimester to the first trimester 
(Carlson & Vora, 2017). The number of fetuses in the current pregnancy (sing-
letons vs multiple pregnancies), maternal age, previous reproductive history, 
weight/body mass index of the mother, race, serum trisomy biomarkers, and NT 
measurement are all used to establish an individual risk assessment. The 
presence or lack of visualized nasal bone is also incorporated into some risk 
calculations. Thereafter, the risk is expressed as a ratio, for example, 1 in 10, 
indicating the risk for fetal trisomies for individual chromosomes (Carlson & 
Vora, 2017). 

The karyotype analysis is the golden standard for the genetic diagnosis of 
common fetal aneuploidies by AC or CVS (Renna et al., 2013). An invasive 
test, such as AC, CVS, or cordocentesis, is used to obtain fetal genetic material 
for a conclusive diagnosis once the high risk has been identified by screening 
(Alldred et al., 2017). AC is an invasive procedure that includes obtaining a 
small sample of the amniotic fluid around the fetus with a needle that enters 
through the abdominal wall into the uterine cavity, under ultrasound guidance. 
CVS provides a sample of placental or trophoblastic tissue using a similar 
method as AC. CVS is normally done between 10 and 13 weeks of pregnancy 
(Alldred et al., 2017). Even when performed by a skilled specialist, AC and 
CVS may have a small risk of miscarriage. According to a systematic analysis, 
the procedure-related risk of pregnancy loss was 0.11% for AC and 0.22% for 
CVS (Akolekar et al., 2015). 

Nevertheless, if more precise primary screening approaches are correctly 
utilized, the number of unnecessary invasive tests can be significantly de-
creased. As a result, a more reliable, convenient, and safe prenatal diagnosis 
program with a lower risk of fetal loss and a lower rate of false positive results 
is possible (Wright & Chitty, 2009). 
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Table 3. Methods of prenatal screening and diagnosis based on their invasiveness and 
timing. Adopted and modified from (Kotsopoulou et al., 2015) 

Invasiveness Method Timing 

Non-invasive 

Ultrasonographic examination of nuchal 
translucency First or second 

trimester Maternal serum screening 
Fetal heartbeat 

Invasive 
Chorionic villus sampling After 10 weeks 
Amniocentesis After 15 weeks 
Cordocentesis After 20 weeks 

 
4.3.1. First trimester combined test 

Bogart and colleagues discovered that high hCG levels in maternal serum were 
linked to Down syndrome and could be used as a possible screening marker for 
fetal chromosomal abnormalities in the second trimester (Bogart et al., 1987). 
Later research revealed that the free β subunit of hCG was an even more useful 
marker than total hCG (Macri et al., 1993). Another blood marker, PAPP-A, 
which is released by the placenta, has also been linked to Down syndrome. 
PAPP-A levels have been found to be lower in the first trimester of Down 
syndrome pregnancies (Sersinger et al., 1995). With T13, T18, and X,45 mater-
nal serum free β-hCG and PAPP-A levels are lower (Renna et al., 2013; Shiefa 
et al., 2013). 

NT is the anatomical feature of the fetus as measured in fetal ultrasound 
scanning and indicating the accumulation of the fluid behind the neck of the 
fetus. NT testing is reliable by ultrasound up to 15 weeks of gestation. Gesta-
tional age influences the size of the NT and is a normal part of the development 
(Pajkrt et al., 1995). Increased NT has been linked to a wide range of genetic 
disorders, morphological abnormalities, a higher risk of miscarriage, and 
intrauterine fetal death. A chromosomal defect affects about 20% of fetuses 
with increased NT (Bakker et al., 2014). The thickening of the neck region was 
the initial sign linked with Down syndrome. 40% to 50% of affected fetuses had 
a thickened nuchal fold measuring at least 6 mm in the second trimester, with a 
FPR of 0.1% (Renna et al., 2013). T18 and T13 are detected in 66.7% of cases 
when the nuchal fold and nasal bone are assessed (Geipel et al., 2010). Around 
90% of 45,X cases have increased nuchal fold (Surerus et al., 2003). 

The FCT model incorporating the analysis of maternal serum biomarkers, 
PAPP-A, and free β-hCG, as well as fetal NT by ultrasound, was introduced in 
1999 and is widely used as the primary prenatal screening test in many 
countries (Spencer et al., 1999). FCT has considerably better accuracy than the 
NT and maternal age-based tests with or without either PAPP-A or free β-hCG 
(Alldred et al., 2017). The development of FCT showed that a combined test 
detects about 90% of Down syndrome pregnancies, with a FPR of 5% (Spencer 
et al., 1999). However, over 90% of pregnant women who test positive by FCT 
and have an invasive follow-up diagnostic procedure are found to carry a fetus 
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with no chromosomal abnormalities, causing unneeded stress and risk of 
miscarriage (Table 4). 
 
Table 4. Performance characteristics of first trimester combined screening. PPV – 
positive predictive value; CI – confidence interval; T21 – trisomy 21; T18 – trisomy 18; 
T13 – trisomy. Adapted and modified from (van Elslande et al., 2019). 

Statistics Combined (95% CI) T21 (95% CI) T18 (95% CI) T13 (95% CI) 

Sensitivity 86.1% 
(70.5–95.3) 

90.0% 
(68.3–98.8) 

90.0% 
(55.5–98.8) 

33.3% 
(0.8–90.6) 

Specificity 97.3% 
(97.2–97.7) 

97.7% 
(97.5–97.9) 

99.0% 
(98.9–99.2) 

99.2% 
(99.0–99.3) 

PPV 6.3% 
(5.4–7.3) 

4.3% 
(3.6–5.0) 

5.2% 
(4.1–6.7) 

0.7% 
(0.1–3.4) 

 
 

4.3.2. Prenatal screening and diagnosis in Estonia 

The national prenatal screening program in Estonia was initiated in 1995 with 
maternal age being the primary risk factor. In 1999, second trimester serum 
screening was introduced with the support of the Estonian Health Insurance 
Fund. The first attempts to perform FCT in the Estonian public healthcare 
system was in 2005 (Ustav et al., 2016). Since 2016, FCT has been declared as 
the primary prenatal screening test for fetal chromosomal disorders by the 
national prenatal diagnostics guideline (Ustav et al., 2016). As a result, the 
invasive testing rate decreased from 12% in 2007 to about 5% in 2016 (Sitska, 
2018). Further on, the invasive testing rate has declined even more to only 
2.7%, which is attributed to universal FCT (Ridnõi et al., 2021). The study also 
shows that FCT is an effective method for prenatal screening of fetal aneu-
ploidies with a false positive rate of 3.12% (Ridnõi et al., 2021). Currently, the 
overall coverage of prenatal screening in Estonia is more than 90% (Sitska, 
2018). 
 
Table 5. Screening performance of first trimester combined test for common autosomal 
trisomies in Estonia. T21 – trisomy 21; T18 – trisomy 18; T13 – trisomy 13; DR – 
detection rate; CI – confidence interval; PPV – positive predictive value; NPV – 
negative predictive value. Adopted and modified from (Ridnõi et al., 2021). 

Trisomy Cases Total DR (95% CI) Sensitivity (95% CI) 95.38% 
(86.24–98.80) 

T21 51 

14,566 

94% 
(84.09–97.98) Specificity (95% CI) 96.86% 

(86.24–98.80) 

T18 11 100% 
(74.21–100) PPV (95% CI) 11.99% 

(9.38–15.18) 

T13 3 100% 
(43.85–100) NPV (95% CI) 99.97% 

(99.93–99.99) 
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In 1990, the first amniocentesis was performed in Tartu University Hospital 
which marks the beginning of prenatal diagnosis in Estonia. Initially, chromo-
somal disorders were diagnosed by karyotyping. As the development of prenatal 
diagnosis advanced new approaches became available and were integrated into 
clinical practice in the Estonian public healthcare system – interphase fluore-
scence in situ hybridization in 2000, chromosomal microarray analysis in 2011, 
and next generation sequencing in 2015 (Sitska, 2018). 

Every pregnant woman with an Estonian residency visa, regardless of 
citizenship, is covered by Estonian Health Insurance Fund for prenatal care. 
During pregnancy, all routine screening and diagnostic procedures are free of 
charge (Ustav et al., 2016). This helps to provide high-quality prenatal screening 
regardless of socioeconomic background. 
 

4.4. Cell-free DNA 
cfDNA plays a central role in non-invasive screening for many diseases, 
especially in fetal genetic abnormality and solid tumor oncology analysis. The 
presence of cfDNA in human blood was first reported in 1948 by Mandel & 
Métais (Mandel & Métais, 1948). cfDNA is mostly a short double-stranded 
DNA fragment freely circulating in the bloodstream. Although the origin of the 
cfDNA is still in dispute, it is commonly believed that the main sources are 
cellular breakdown mechanisms and active DNA release mechanisms, including 
the extracellular vesicle-based transport of nucleic acids. The debate regarding 
the origins of cfDNA emerged as a result of the widespread perception that 
most, if not all, biological parameters and processes (e.g., aging, exercising, 
diseases like cancer, inflammatory and immune reactions, etc.) are influencing 
the release of DNA into the circulation (Aucamp et al., 2018). 

cfDNA in a pregnant woman’s circulation also includes a DNA of fetal 
origin, also known as cffDNA. In 1997, Lo et al. were the first to demonstrate 
the presence of male fetal DNA in pregnant woman’s plasma and serum 
samples (Dennis Lo et al., 1997). This shows that the placenta forms a bidirec-
tional permeable barrier between the pregnant woman and her fetus (Figure 2). 
It is also supported by the presence of intact fetal cells in a pregnant woman’s 
circulation (Bianchi, 1999). The discovery of fetal-originated DNA from mater-
nal blood has led to a new generation of prenatal screening approaches which 
target cffDNA as the source of fetal genetic information. 
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Figure 2. Origin of cell-free fetal DNA (cffDNA). During pregnancy, some cells of the 
placenta, mainly trophoblasts, undergo apoptosis – a programmed cell death. As a 
result, small DNA fragments, known as cffDNA, are released into maternal circulation 
for utilization. cffDNA disappears within a few hours after delivery. 

 
Trophoblasts, which form the outer layer of a blastocyst and develop into a 
large part of the placenta, and fetal hematopoietic cells are considered to be the 
main source of the cffDNA (Alberry et al., 2007; Aucamp et al., 2018). In addi-
tion to maternal blood, cffDNA has also been detected in amniotic, cerebro-
spinal and peritoneal fluid, and urine of a pregnant woman (Bianchi, 2004). 
cffDNA accounts for approximately 10% of the total cfDNA in pregnant 
woman’s circulation at 10 to 13 weeks of gestation (Ashoor, Syngelaki, Poon, et 
al., 2013; Wang et al., 2013). It is detectable from as early as the 7th week of 
gestation, and the concentration gradually increases as the pregnancy pro-
gresses, with a noticeable increase during the last eight weeks of pregnancy (Lo 
et al., 1998). The estimated half-life of the cffDNA fragment is up to 30 min, 
and within a few hours after delivery, the cffDNA has disappeared from 
maternal plasma (Dennis Lo et al., 1999). 

cffDNA fragments are approximately 150 bp in length. It is shown that 
cfDNA fragments of fetal origin are shorter than cfDNA fragments of maternal 
origin (Fan et al., 2010). The short length of cffDNA fragments implies 
apoptosis – a programmed cell death – as the releasing mechanism rather than 
necrosis – accidental cell death (Gahan, 2013). The difference in size allows 
cffDNA to be distinguished from maternal DNA fragments. This can be utilized 
in prenatal screening as cffDNA enrichment by size-selection reduces back-
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ground noise originating from maternal DNA fragments leading to more precise 
determination of more subtle fetal genetic traits (Li et al., 2004). 

 

4.5. Non-invasive prenatal testing 
NIPT is a common term for cfDNA-based prenatal screening approaches. As 
the cfDNA of a pregnant woman also includes DNA fragments of fetal origin, it 
can be used to assess the fetal genetic profile (Dennis Lo et al., 1999). For pre-
natal screening, cfDNA is extracted from a blood sample of a pregnant woman. 
The extracted cfDNA is sequenced and analyzed to detect fetal chromosomal 
aberrations. In addition to chromosomal aneuploidies, NIPT can also be used to 
detect fetal sex, sub-chromosomal and single-gene disorders (Ayse Kirbas, 
Korkut Daglar, 2016). In 2011, NIPT became clinically available for the detec-
tion of common fetal trisomies, such as T21, T18, and T13 (Palomaki et al., 
2011). In recent years, NIPT has been widely integrated into public healthcare 
systems as either a first-line test or an addition to the existing prenatal screening 
programs. For example, most European countries, including Estonia, have 
implemented NIPT as an offer for higher risk women after FCT, while in 
Belgium and the Netherlands NIPT is provided for all pregnant women 
(Gadsbøll et al., 2020). 

Compared to the conventional prenatal screening methods like ultrasound 
and maternal serum screening, NIPT offers higher sensitivity and specificity 
(Iwarsson et al., 2017; Taylor-Phillips et al., 2016). A meta-analysis reviewing 
the screening performance of NIPT for common fetal aneuploidies, concluded 
in Table 6, supports that cfDNA analysis of maternal blood can be used safely 
for prenatal screening in singleton pregnancies (Gil et al., 2017). In addition, 
aneuploidy screening with NIPT has been shown to be superior compared to the 
combination of conventional methods – mother’s age, ultrasound results, and 
biochemical analysis of the maternal serum (Norton et al., 2015). 

 
Table 6. Screening performance of non-invasive prenatal testing studies for common 
aneuploidies. T21 – trisomy 21; T18 – trisomy 18; T13 – trisomy; 45,X – monosomy X; 
DR – weighted pooled detection rate; CI – confidence interval; FPR – weighted pooled 
false positive rate. Adapted and modified from (Gil et al., 2017). 

Condition Cases Non-cases DR (95% CI) FPR (95% CI) 
T21 1,963 223,932 99.7% (99.1–99.9) 0.04% (0.02–0.07) 
T18 563 222,013 97.9% (94.9–99.1) 0.04% (0.03–0.07) 
T13 119 212,883 99.0% (65.8–100.0) 0.04% (0.02–0.07) 
45,X 36 7,676 95.8% (70.3–99.5) 0.14% (0.05–0.38) 
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Fetal fraction concentration in a cfDNA sample is an important quality metric 
for cfDNA-based prenatal screening. The overall amount of cffDNA in total 
cfDNA extracted from maternal plasma is low, and there are no reliable 
laboratory methods to efficiently separate cffDNA molecules from maternal 
cfDNA molecules. Distinguishing the fetal genomic signal from maternal 
background noise poses a significant technical obstacle in the development of 
NIPT. Currently, the threshold of 4% for cffDNA fraction has been agreed, 
below which the determination of fetal trisomies becomes unreliable (Canick et 
al., 2013; Ehrich et al., 2011; Gregg et al., 2016; Norton et al., 2012). 

Depending on the assay, 0.1% to 6.1% of tests fail due to the low fetal 
fraction (Gil et al., 2017). The most well-known biological factors affecting 
fetal fraction are maternal body mass index (BMI) and gestational age. It has 
been shown that fetal fraction decreases as maternal BMI increases (Kinnings et 
al., 2015). Therefore, cfDNA-based prenatal screening may not be the best 
method for obese women. As fetal fraction concentration gradually increases 
with gestational age, the optimal time for NIPT is usually from 10 weeks of 
gestation onwards to reduce failures due to the low fetal fraction (Wang et al., 
2013). 

A number of approaches have been suggested for fetal fraction enrichment 
by taking advantage of cfDNA fragment size difference and immunopreci-
pitation of hypo- or hypermethylated DNA (Li et al., 2004; Papageorgiou et al., 
2009; Welker et al., 2020). Even without cffDNA enrichment, several ap-
proaches have proven to be effective and are used in clinical practice. 

 
4.5.1. Whole-genome sequencing approach 

The whole-genome sequencing (WGS) based approach allows to sequence 
millions of both fetal and maternal cfDNA fragments simultaneously. Each 
sequencing read is aligned to the human reference genome and linked to the 
chromosome from which it originates. In the case of fetal aneuploidy, there 
should be a relative excess or deficit of read counts for the chromosome of 
interest compared to the reference set of known euploid cases (Chiu et al., 2008; 
Fan et al., 2008). The difference in counts will be small as cffDNA constitutes 
only a fraction of the total cfDNA. To be able to detect minor differences in 
counts reliably, the fetal fraction and/or the sequencing coverage needs to be 
sufficient. As fetal fraction is a biological variable with limited control, WGS 
requires millions of reads per sample to reliably detect fetal aneuploidy when 
the fetal fraction is suboptimal (Paluoja et al., 2021). 

The comparison between the reference set and the tested sample is often 
expressed as a z-score, which measures the deviation from the diploid situation 
of the reference set in standard deviations. An aneuploidy is called if a z-score 
of the chromosome of interest is over or under the predefined upper or lower z-
score thresholds, respectively. Well-known commercial tests using the WGS-
based approach are MaterniT21 PLUS™ by Sequenom (San Diego, USA) and 
Verifi™ by Illumina (San Diego, USA). 
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4.5.2. Targeted sequencing approach 

The targeted sequencing based approach differs from the WGS by selectively 
amplifying and sequencing only the specific genomic regions of interest. 
Targeting involves the use of hybridization-based capture and allows to focus 
only on clinically important chromosomes (21, 18, 13, and X). The reads are 
counted by chromosome and compared against the expected proportion 
calculated over all observed proportions within the sequencing lane (Sparks, 
Struble, et al., 2012). As nearly all targeted sequences are useful in fetal aneu-
ploidy detection, the total number of reads is significantly reduced. This enables 
to sequence more samples in a single run and thereby reduces the sequencing 
costs per sample. Targeted sequencing followed by read counting with 
respective statistical analyses has shown similar sensitivities and specificities 
for common fetal aneuploidies as the WGS-based approach (Ashoor, Syngelaki, 
Wang, et al., 2013; Liao et al., 2012; Norton et al., 2012). 

In 2012, Ariosa Diagnostics (San Jose, USA) developed a targeted assay 
known as Digital Analysis of Selected Regions (DANSR™). The assay is based 
on the amplification of specific regions under investigation (Sparks, Wang, et 
al., 2012). DANSR™, in combination with the Fetal Fraction Optimized Risk of 
Trisomy Evaluation (FORTE™) algorithm, which uses non-polymorphic loci 
for the analysis of chromosome proportions, are the technologies behind the 
Harmony™ prenatal test by Roche (Basel, Switzerland). The method includes 
an initial step of targeted amplification of loci on the chromosome of interest 
prior to analysis, which results in an improvement in sequencing efficiency per 
target chromosome. Compared to the WGS approach, DANSR™ enables 
aneuploidy detection using approximately 1 million raw reads per sample. As 
with all quantitative methods, the approach is dependent on the amplification 
variability of the target region, which may limit its diagnostic accuracy for some 
aneuploidy regions (Norwitz & Levy, 2013). Although quantification of cfDNA 
for fetal aneuploidy screening has mostly relied upon sequencing, DANSR™ 
has been shown to accurately quantify the targeted loci for NIPT using DNA 
microarrays, thus, having an advantage in terms of sequencing cost and 
throughput (Juneau et al., 2014; Stokowski et al., 2015). 

 
4.5.3. SNP-based targeted sequencing approach 

The targeted sequencing based approach with the inclusion of single-nucleotide 
polymorphisms (SNPs) based on allelic genotype data utilizes significantly 
more information than sequencing-based methods, which consider only the 
number of reads to identify fetal aneuploidies. The advantage of using SNP 
allelic information allows distinguishing which sequencing reads originate from 
the fetus and which from the mother. In addition to detecting fetal chromosomal 
aneuploidies, the approach also enables haplotype reconstruction and identi-
fication of genetic aberrations that cannot be detected using counting methods, 
such as triploidy and uniparental disomy. 
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A leading SNP-based commercial test, Panorama™ by Natera (San Carlos, 
USA), targets 19,488 SNPs for aneuploidy screening. Their Next-generation 
Aneuploidy Test Using SNPs (NATUS™) algorithm considers parental SNP 
genotypes or, in the absence of a paternal sample, population allele frequencies 
and crossover frequency data to calculate the expected allele distribution and 
possible fetal genotypes based on the estimated recombination sites in the 
parental chromosomes. The model compares predicted allelic distributions to 
observed allelic distributions by employing a Bayesian-based Maximum Likeli-
hood approach to determine the relative likelihood of chromosomal copy 
number hypothesis family, such as monosomy, disomy, or trisomy, given the 
data. The likelihoods of each copy number hypothesis family are summed, and 
the hypothesis with the maximum likelihood is selected as a result (Samango-
Sprouse et al., 2013; Zimmermann et al., 2012). 

 

4.6. Hidden Markov model 
Hidden Markov model (HMM), named after the Russian mathematician Andrey 
Andreyevich Markov, who developed much of the relevant statistical theory, is 
a statistical model that was first proposed by Baum (Baum & Petrie, 1966). In a 
HMM, the system being modeled is assumed to be a Markov process where the 
observed parameters are used to identify the unknown parameters. These 
parameters are then used for further analysis. 

The basic principle of HMM is that the observed events have no direct 
linkage with hidden states. Observed events are connected to states through the 
probability distribution. The model includes a Markov chain as the basic 
stochastic process and describes state transitions and the statistical correspon-
dence between the hidden states and observed values. 

HMMs have been successfully applied in pattern recognition such as speech, 
handwriting, and gesture recognition. Since the second half of the 1980s, 
HMMs have been adopted in computational biology to resolve various 
problems of biological sequence analysis including gene prediction, pairwise 
and multiple sequence alignment, base-calling, modeling DNA sequencing 
errors, protein secondary structure prediction, non-coding RNA identification, 
RNA structural alignment, acceleration of RNA folding and alignment, fast 
non-coding RNA annotation, etc (Yoon, 2009). HMMs have become a funda-
mental tool in bioinformatics for their robust statistical foundation, conceptual 
simplicity, and fit for diverse classification problems. 

In this thesis, our idea was to model a studied chromosome as a HMM of 
sequential loci with fetal chromosomal copy number as the hidden state. 
Classifying sequential loci distributed on clinically important chromosomes or 
sub-chromosomal regions is a novel approach by the author of the thesis to 
detect fetal chromosomal trisomies in the context of NIPT. 
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4.7. Summary of the literature 
Chromosomal aneuploidies are the leading cause of spontaneous miscarriages 
and congenital disorders in humans. Even though at least 10% of all clinically 
confirmed pregnancies are aneuploid, most of them are assumed to abort 
spontaneously during the earliest stages of pregnancy. The majority of aneuploi-
dies are caused by the error occurred in meiosis. 

One of the most well-known and frequent fetal aneuploidy is Down 
syndrome – a genetic disorder caused by the presence of a third copy of 
chromosome 21. Down syndrome occurrence increases with maternal age, 
while the probability of having a child with T21 is less than 0.1% for a 20-year-
old mother compared to 3% for a 45-year-old mother. 

Conventional prenatal screening for fetal aneuploidies relies mostly on FCT, 
which includes the analysis of maternal serum biomarkers and fetal ultrasound. 
Pregnant women with high-risk pregnancies are offered an invasive procedure 
such as AC or CVS followed by karyotyping for confirmation of the fetal geno-
mic disease. As a result, most of the high-risk pregnancies are detected success-
fully. Unfortunately, the PPV of the FCT is low, and, thereby, most of the 
patients with high-risk results have actually healthy fetuses. This causes extra 
stress and procedure-related risk of miscarriage for a lot of patients who are 
unnecessarily undergoing an invasive confirmatory procedure. 

A novel cfDNA-based approach, known as NIPT, has demonstrated superior 
results compared to conventional prenatal screening methods. NIPT has great 
potential as the number of FPR is significantly lower. On the other side, due to 
the sequencing cost, NIPT is still a more expensive alternative for routine use in 
clinical care for all pregnant women. 

Therefore, novel laboratory techniques and technological advancements are 
essential to make NIPT more affordable and widely adopted for prenatal 
screening. In addition, new approaches also require appropriate computational 
solutions and analytical software to be developed, tested, and validated. Further-
more, after the corresponding scientific research and development phase, these 
software tools have to be optimized for the task and implemented into 
automated and scalable computational workflows, which can be utilized for 
routine clinical practice. 
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5. AIMS OF THE STUDY 

1. To develop the appropriate sequencing data processing and analysis 
workflow for TAC-seq assay. Apply the developed tools on TAC-seq assay 
to analyze synthetic trisomic samples, and evaluate the accuracy of the 
corresponding results. 

2. To develop a computational analysis framework and related statistical 
methods for targeted high-coverage NIPT sequencing assay and study the 
biological and technical limitations and accuracy of these methods using a 
variety of in silico simulated datasets. Apply these computational tools for 
NIPT analysis on in vitro generated synthetic trisomic samples. 

3. To set up, optimize and implement a low-coverage WGS-based NIPT 
workflow into the Estonian healthcare system. Conduct a validation study 
using clinical samples of pregnant patients. 
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6. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

6.1. Study subjects 

6.1.1. In vitro (Papers I–II) 

The genomic DNA of T21 cell line (GM04616) and non-T21 cell line 
(GM01359) were mixed to create experimentally controlled samples correspon-
ding to fetal T21 pregnancy. Artificially constructed samples followed specific 
library preparation. Extracted genomic DNA was sheared by sonication to 150–
200 bp fragments to imitate cfDNA and mixed in different ratios to represent a 
wide range of fetal fraction. Specifically designed TAC-seq detection probes for 
NIPT were used to target the reference chromosomes (2 and 3) and the chromo-
some of interest (21). Experiment 1 included 114 targeted loci for chromosomes 
2 and 21. 16 samples split into six equal-sized groups where T21 DNA fraction 
was 0%, 5%, 10%, 15%, 30%, and 100%, respectively. Experiment 2 included 
the extended set of 224 targeted loci for chromosomes 2, 3, and 21. 12 samples 
were split into groups of three where T21 DNA fractions were 0%, 10%, 20%, 
and 100%, respectively. Both libraries were sequenced using Illumina NextSeq 
500 platform. UMI threshold equal to one was applied to remove PCR dupli-
cates from the dataset using TAC-seq data analysis tool (Teder & Paluoja, 
TAC-seq data analysis, 2018). Obtained molecule counts were further processed 
to eliminate outliers using the 1.5 × interquartile range rule. Filtered counts 
were used to evaluate TAC-seq trisomy detection accuracy (the read count 
based model) and trisomic DNA fraction estimation. 

 
6.1.2. In silico (Paper II) 

A computer simulation was used to model allele counts corresponding to the 
targeted sequencing dataset of pregnant women’s cfDNA samples. A total of 
1,800 different datasets were generated, which varied in the context of fetal 
chromosomal condition (euploidy, maternally or paternally originated trisomy), 
read depth (500 to 15,000 reads per locus), and fetal fraction (1 to 20% of total 
cfDNA). Each dataset included 100 training and 10,000 test samples. Each 
sample was a mixture of maternal and fetal components, which incorporated 
1,000 targeted loci per chromosome of interest (used for estimating fetal 
chromosomal condition) and 1,000 targeted loci per reference chromosome 
(used for estimating fetal fraction and HMM emission parameters). Each locus 
was either homozygous or heterozygous, as both alleles had an equal likelihood 
of occurrence in parents (minor allele frequency = 0.5). Fetal alleles, which 
originated from parental alleles, underwent randomly simulated chromosomal 
crossover by exchanging homologous alleles. Generated allele counts followed 
negative binomial distribution (as real-life 2nd generation sequencing data) with 
a mean proportional to the chromosomal copy number and with a variance-to-
mean ratio of 3 (Miller et al., 2011). The simulated datasets were used to train 
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the developed models (to estimate the corresponding parameters) and to 
evaluate and compare fetal trisomy detection accuracy and fetal fraction 
estimation. The computer simulation code is deposited online (Teder, 2018). 

 
6.1.3. Clinical patients (Paper III) 

A total of 424 patients with a singleton pregnancy were included in the vali-
dation study from Estonian and Belgium cohorts. The samples were collected 
and processed according to previously published guidelines from KU Leuven 
(Leuven, Belgium) with minor modifications (Bayindir et al., 2015). Briefly, 
peripheral blood samples were collected in cfDNA BCT tubes (Streck, USA) 
and plasma was separated within 72 h by standard dual centrifugation. cfDNA 
was extracted from 4 to 5 ml plasma using QIAamp Circulating Nucleic Acid 
Kit (Qiagen, Germany). Libraries were prepared using the TruSeq ChIP Library 
Preparation kit (Illumina Inc., USA) with 12 cycles for the final PCR enrich-
ment step. Equal amounts of 24 libraries were pooled and the quality of the pool 
was assessed on Agilent 2200 TapeStation (Agilent Technologies, USA). 
Sequencing was performed on the Illumina NextSeq 500 (Illumina Inc., USA) 
with an average coverage of 0.32 and producing 85 bp single-end reads. 

The Estonian cohort included 259 and 149 blood samples from high-risk and 
low-risk pregnancies (also referred to as general population), respectively. The 
blood samples were collected at Tartu University Hospital (Tartu, Estonia) and 
East-Tallinn Central Hospital (Tallinn, Estonia) from 2015 to 2018. The mean 
gestational age at the time of the blood sampling was 15 and 25 weeks for high-
risk and low-risk pregnancies, respectively. The high-risk factors included 
increased risk (>1/300) of any common fetal trisomy (T21, T18, and T13) based 
on the FCT (analysis of maternal serum biomarkers and fetal NT ultrasound), 
family history of genetic diseases, ultrasound abnormalities, and advanced 
maternal age (≥36 years). Pregnant patients from the high‐risk group underwent 
the invasive prenatal diagnostic procedure (CVS or AC followed by karyo-
typing, fluorescence in situ hybridization, or chromosomal microarray analysis). 
Patients with low risk from the FCT and no detectable fetal abnormalities on 
ultrasound examination were defined as low-risk pregnancies. The general 
health status of a baby was confirmed at birth by a neonatologist. In total, the 
Estonian cohort included 28 aneuploidy cases (13 T21, 7 T18, 4 45,X, 1 mosaic 
T18, 1 T13, 1 mosaic T8, and 1 47,XXX). 

The Belgium cohort included 16 cfDNA samples from the Center for Human 
Genetics, UZ Leuven (Leuven, Belgium) enriched for common fetal trisomy 
cases. The cohort included 8 common trisomy cases (2 T21, 3 T18, and 3 T13) 
previously confirmed by the KU Leuven laboratory (Leuven, Belgium). 
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6.2. Methods 

6.2.1. Allelic ratio (Paper II) 

Allelic ratio is defined as the ratio of major allele specific sequencing read 
count to minor allele count of a locus. Allelic ratio depends on the maternal and 
fetal genotypes and proportions. This means that allelic ratio can be used to 
detect fetal trisomy if the fetal fraction is known (Table 7). 

 
Table 7. Allelic patterns for biallelic loci. The allelic pattern of a biallelic locus depends 
on maternal and fetal genotypes (homozygous or heterozygous), and fetal condition 
(euploidy, maternally or paternally inherited trisomy). More frequently occurring allele 
represents the major allele, and less frequently occurring allele represents the minor allele. 
The ratio of major allele count over minor allele count of a locus is called allelic ratio.  
MA – maternal allele count; FA – fetal allele count. Adopted from (Teder et al., 2019). 

Fetal 
condition 

Maternal 
genotype 

Fetal 
genotype Major allele Minor 

allele Allelic ratio 

Euploidy 

Homo-
zygous 

Homozygous 2𝑀𝐴 + 2𝐹𝐴 - - 

Heterozygous 2𝑀𝐴 + 𝐹𝐴 𝐹𝐴 2𝑀𝐴 + 𝐹𝐴𝐹𝐴  

Maternally 
inherited 
trisomy 

Homozygous 2𝑀𝐴 + 3𝐹𝐴 - - 

Heterozygous 2𝑀𝐴 + 2𝐹𝐴 𝐹𝐴 2𝑀𝐴 + 2𝐹𝐴𝐹𝐴  

Paternally 
inherited 
trisomy 

Homozygous 2𝑀𝐴 + 3𝐹𝐴 - - 

Heterozygous 
2𝑀𝐴 + 2𝐹𝐴 𝐹𝐴 2𝑀𝐴 + 2𝐹𝐴𝐹𝐴  2𝑀𝐴 + 𝐹𝐴 2𝐹𝐴 2𝑀𝐴 + 𝐹𝐴2𝐹𝐴  

Euploidy 

Hetero-
zygous 

Homozygous 𝑀𝐴 + 2𝐹𝐴 𝑀𝐴 𝑀𝐴 + 2𝐹𝐴𝑀𝐴  

Heterozygous 𝑀𝐴 + 𝐹𝐴 𝑀𝐴 + 𝐹𝐴 
𝑀𝐴 + 𝐹𝐴𝑀𝐴 + 𝐹𝐴 

Maternally 
inherited 
trisomy 

Heterozygous 𝑀𝐴 + 2𝐹𝐴 𝑀𝐴 + 𝐹𝐴 
𝑀𝐴 + 2𝐹𝐴𝑀𝐴 + 𝐹𝐴  

Paternally 
inherited 
trisomy 

Homozygous 𝑀𝐴 + 3𝐹𝐴 𝑀𝐴 𝑀𝐴 + 3𝐹𝐴𝑀𝐴  

Heterozygous 𝑀𝐴 + 2𝐹𝐴 𝑀𝐴 + 𝐹𝐴 
𝑀𝐴 + 2𝐹𝐴𝑀𝐴 + 𝐹𝐴  
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Allelic ratio can be calculated for informative loci where either mother or fetus 
is heterozygous. On average, 75% of biallelic loci are informative, assuming 
that both alleles have an equal likelihood of occurrence (minor allele frequency 
= 0.5). The proportion of informative loci is even higher in the case of 
paternally originated trisomy as both paternally inherited alleles contribute to 
heterozygosity. 

 
6.2.2. Hidden Markov model (Paper II) 

A developed hidden Markov model (HMM) was used to classify sequential 
targeted loci into predefined states representing different fetal conditions like 
euploidy and trisomy. The HMM models were implemented in Python version 
3.6.2 (https://www.python.org/) using the hmmlearn package version 0.2.0 
(https://hmmlearn.readthedocs.io/). First, three distinct models were created 
based on the observed measurements of targeted loci. Second, the model 
parameters were estimated using the training samples. Finally, the Viterbi 
algorithm was used to find the most likely underlying fetal condition behind 
sequential targeted loci. 

The read count (RC) model is a 2-state HMM which utilizes read counts of 
sequential targeted loci to estimate the underlying fetal condition (euploidy or 
trisomy) of each target (Figure 3A). The RC model is based on the assumption 
that the mean sequencing coverage of a given region is proportional to the DNA 
copy number of the region. In the case of fetal trisomy, the sequencing read 
counts would increase by half of the fetal fraction due to the extra fetal 
chromosome compared to fetal euploidy. 

The allelic ratio (AR) model and the combined model of read count and 
allelic ratio (RCAR) are both 7-state HMMs, which enable the detection of 
underlying fetal conditions and the parental origin of extra chromosomes. The 
AR model utilizes allelic ratios, and the RCAR model utilizes read counts and 
allelic ratios of sequential informative loci to detect the underlying fetal 
condition (euploidy, maternally or paternally originated trisomy) of each target 
chromosome (Figure 3B). Both models classify informative loci into seven 
distinguishable states by the allelic patterns of maternal and fetal genotypes and 
fetal condition (Table 7). 
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For model parameter estimation, no prior distribution of the initial state was 
assumed in any of the three HMMs. Each possible fetal condition had an equal 
likelihood of occurrence. The HMM transition probability was fixed at a state-
to-state stay-switch ratio of 10, which means that any studied locus stays ten 
times more likely in the previous state instead of switching to a state describing 
a different fetal condition. The HMM emissions were assumed to follow the 
Gaussian distribution. The distribution parameters were estimated for each state 
using the simulated training dataset. The mean and variance of sequencing read 
counts and allelic ratios were calculated over the observed parameter space at 
continuous intervals using 100 simulated samples with corresponding fetal 
fraction and sequencing coverage. The developed models with parameters are 
publicly available (Teder, 2018). 

 
6.2.3. Supplemental machine learning methods  

(Paper II) 

Decision tree (DT) and support vector machine (SVM) methods were used to 
improve the chromosome classification, especially in the case of paternally 
originating trisomy. Both models used read depth, fetal fraction, and state 
proportions of HMM-classified loci as input for chromosome classification. The 
DT and the SVM methods were implemented in Python version 3.5.5 (https:// 
www.python.org/) using the scikit-learn package version 0.19.1 (https://scikit-
learn.org/). The DT model was created using the default parameters, except the 
maximum depth of the tree (max_depth = 3) and random state generator 
(random_state = 123) were changed after some systematic testing. The SVM 
model was also created using the default parameters with a fixed random state 
generator (random_state = 123). As the DT and SVM are both supervised 
learning models, the simulated training dataset (with known fetal fraction and 
sequencing coverage) was used to train both models. 

 
6.2.4. Fetal fraction estimation for targeted sequencing 

approach (Paper II) 

Fetal fraction is defined as the proportion of cffDNA in total cfDNA. In a TAC-
seq assay, a fetal fraction of a sample was estimated using the allelic counts of 
the reference chromosomes (chr2 and chr3). First, the informative loci on the 
reference chromosome were filtered (allelic ratio > 2.5). In this subset, the 
major allele count was the sum of maternal allele counts and 1/2 of the fetal 
allele count. The minor allele count was proportional to 1/2 of the fetal allele 
count. The estimated fetal fraction was the median value of 2 times minor allele 
count over the sum of major and minor allele counts over all informative loci 
(Formula 1). 
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𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = 𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑛 2 × 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑚𝑎𝑥 + 𝑚𝑖𝑛  

Formula 1. Fetal fraction calculation for targeted sequencing data. maxi − the major 
allele count of locus i, and mini − the minor allele count of locus i. Adopted and modi-
fied from (Teder et al., 2019). 

 
6.2.5. Fetal fraction estimation for whole-genome sequencing 

approach (Paper III) 

Fetal fraction estimation was carried out on clinical patient samples in the 
validation set using SeqFF software and the computational pipeline developed 
for this purpose (Kim et al., 2015). First, raw sequencing reads were mapped 
with Bowtie2 version 2.3.4.1 against the human reference genome (GRCh37) 
with the preset option (--very-sensitive) in end-to-end mode (Langmead & Salz-
berg, 2012). Next, mapped reads were filtered by mapping quality (-q 30) using 
Samtools (Danecek et al., 2021). Finally, the remaining high-quality mapped 
reads were used to estimate fetal fraction using SeqFF software. 

 
6.2.6. Detection of fetal trisomies (Paper III) 

Fetal aneuploidy detection was carried out on clinical patient samples in the 
validation set using a NIPTmer software (Sauk et al., 2018) based pipeline. 
First, raw sequencing reads were converted to unique k-mers and counted by 
chromosome using GenomeTester4 software (Kaplinski et al., 2015). K-mer 
length of 25 bp was used. Next, a linear regression model was trained for each 
chromosome of interest using k-mer counts of other autosomes and the GC 
percentage of the reference set as predictors. Finally, samples were analyzed by 
standardizing (z-scoring) the normalized difference between observed and 
predicted k-mer counts. Obtained z-scores were used as indicators of aneu-
ploidy risk for each chromosome of interest. 

 
6.2.7. Statistical analysis 

Statistical analysis was performed using R statistical software (https://www.r-
project.org/). Pearson linear correlation was used to evaluate the relationship 
between the input and detected molecules. One-tailed Welch’s t-test was used to 
assess the differences between molecule counts of the reference and target 
chromosomes. Statistical modeling was implemented in Python (https:// 
www.python.org/) using hmmlearn (https://hmmlearn.readthedocs.io/) and 
scikit-learn (https://scikit-learn.org/) packages. 
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6.3. Ethics 
The study conducted with clinical patients (Paper III) was approved by the 
Research Ethics Committee of the University of Tartu (#246/T‐21) and written 
informed consent was obtained from all 408 participants whose blood samples 
were collected at Tartu University Hospital (Tartu, Estonia) and East-Tallinn 
Central Hospital (Tallinn, Estonia) during 2015 to 2018. 
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7. RESULTS 

7.1. Paper I 

7.1.1. TAC-seq assay 

TAC-seq assay enables precise biomarker molecule counting. The assay uses 
oligonucleotide detector probes to quantify targeted biomarkers such as DNA or 
RNA molecules. Each targeted molecule is identified by a pair of detector 
probes, which incorporate a detector sequence specifically designed to be 
complementary only to the targeted region of the molecule under interest. In 
addition, detector probes also include unique molecular identifiers (UMIs), 
which enable deduplication and error correction introduced by PCR ampli-
fication and sequencing. As a result, targeted molecules are quantified to abso-
lute molecule counts (Figure 4). 

 

 
Figure 4. Overview of TAC-seq workflow. The workflow of TAC-seq assay includes 
three main steps: (1) target selection and probe design, (2) library preparation and 
sequencing, and (3) data preprocessing and analysis. 
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7.1.1.1. Target selection and probe design 

TAC-seq detector oligonucleotide probes consist of a left and a right probe, 
which are nearly structurally symmetrical. Both detector probes include (1) a  
27 bp target-specific detector sequence, (2) a 4 bp UMI motif, and (3) a 
universal sequence for Illumina sequencing technology. Also, the right detector 
oligonucleotide is 5’-phosphorylated to catalyze the formation of a phospho-
diester bond between the pair of probes in library preparation. TAC-seq detector 
probes work as a pair. The left and the right probe need to hybridize on the 
same molecule so that the left detector 3’-end and the right detector 5’-end are 
located one after another for the target to be detectable. 
 

7.1.1.2. Library preparation and sequencing 

TAC-seq is a next-generation sequencing based assay, which uses specifically 
designed oligonucleotide detector probes for target identification and 
quantification. Once the detector probes are hybridized to the target molecule, a 
thermostable ligase catalyzes the formation of a phosphodiester bond between 
the 5′-phosphate and the 3′-hydroxyl group of the probe pair. Next, ligated 
detector-target complexes are captured using magnetic beads and amplified by 
PCR to introduce the sample-specific indices and other common motifs that are 
required for single-read next-generation sequencing. TAC-seq is a single tube 
assay, where ligated detector probes are captured, amplified, and identified by 
sequencing. The design minimizes the risk of losing studied biomolecules 
(Figure 5). 

 

 
Figure 5. Library preparation of TAC-seq assay. The target-specific DNA oligo-
nucleotide detector probes hybridize to the studied cfDNA molecule. Both detector 
probes include a 27 bp target-specific detector sequence (green), a 4 bp unique mole-
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cular identifier motif (NNNN), and a universal sequence for Illumina sequencing 
technology (blue and red). The right oligonucleotide detector probe is 5′-phosphorylated 
for ligation. After hybridization, the detector probe pairs are ligated using a thermo-
stable ligase. Next, the ligated detector complexes are captured with magnetic beads. 
Captured complexes are PCR amplified to introduce sample-specific indices for pooling 
and other common motifs that are required for single-read sequencing. Adopted and 
modified from (Teder et al., 2018). 

 
7.1.1.3. Data preprocessing and analysis 

In data preprocessing, sequencing reads of the targeted biomolecules are con-
verted to read and molecule counts. An open-source tool called TAC-seq data 
analysis was developed for this purpose (Teder & Paluoja, 2018). TAC-seq data 
analysis command-line interface wraps FASTX-Toolkit for sequencing data 
operations with FASTQ and FASTA files (Hannon, 2010). Each sequencing 
read is trimmed, keeping only the target-specific detector sequence and UMI 
motif. Short reads with incomplete length are discarded. The remaining se-
quencing reads are grouped by target loci while tolerating a user-defined 
number of mismatches. Grouped reads with identical UMI sequences likely 
originate from the same molecule and, therefore, are merged. In the final step, 
grouped and merged reads are counted as read and molecule counts, respec-
tively. The resulting read and molecule counts for each target locus can be 
analyzed according to the study purpose. 

 
7.1.2. Experimental evaluation of TAC-seq 

The External RNA Controls Consortium RNA spike-in controls were used to 
validate the technical sensitivity and accuracy of the TAC-seq method. For the 
experiment, 22 spike-in control sequences with known concentrations, ranging 
from 1 to 3 × 105 molecules, were targeted and quantified using TAC-seq assay. 
The experiment demonstrated a high correlation (Pearson correlation coefficient 
of log-transformed molecule counts > 0.98) between the input and the detected 
number of molecules at different UMI thresholds (0 to 10) (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. Detecting input molecules with TAC-seq assay. The experiment included 22 
synthetic RNA spike-in control sequences with known concentrations ranging from 1 to 
3 × 105 molecules. Unique molecule count was set to four to remove PCR amplification 
and sequencing error, which is mostly relevant when targeting highly similar sequences. 
The number of input and detected molecules with different concentrations show high 
correlation. Adopted and modified from (Teder et al., 2018). 

 
 
With a UMI threshold of four, the average read count decreased from 1.5 × 106 
to 5.7 × 103 molecules, demonstrating over 100-fold PCR redundancy. These 
results suggested that conservative UMI thresholds, which tolerate sequencing 
errors better, are justified and applicable for high-coverage sequencing, in 
which the read count is significantly higher than the UMI-corrected molecule 
count. 

 
7.1.3. Detection of trisomy using TAC-seq assay 

A proof-of-principle experiment was carried out to demonstrate the trisomy 
detection assay with the TAC-seq methodology. For the corresponding in vitro 
experiment, different proportions of genomic DNA of non-T21 and T21 cell 
lines were mixed to imitate cfDNA samples with predetermined fetal fractions. 
Multiple loci of the artificially mixed samples were targeted and quantified 
using a TAC-seq assay. Molecule counts with various UMI thresholds (0 to 3) 
were used to detect putative trisomies in each sample. If the mean molecule 
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count of the targeted loci on chr21 was significantly higher compared to the loci 
on euploid reference chromosome(s), then the sample was classified as trisomic 
(p < 0.05, one-tailed Welch’s t-test). 

Two independent experiments were carried out. Experiment 1 included 16 
samples and 114 targeted loci on chr2 and chr21. Experiment 2 included 12 
samples and 224 targets on chr2, chr3, and chr21. In both experiments, all 
euploid samples were correctly classified as non-trisomic. A statistically 
significant difference was observed in samples with 10% or higher trisomic 
proportion with few exceptions in different UMI thresholds. As expected, the 
difference was positively correlated with the trisomic DNA proportion of the 
synthetic samples. The higher the proportion of T21 cell line in a sample, the 
greater the difference between the mean molecule counts of chr21 and reference 
chromosome(s) (Figure 7). 

 
 

 
Figure 7. Trisomy detection with in vitro developed synthetic samples. Boxplots of 
normalized molecule counts of TAC-seq experiments at various trisomy factor per-
centages (trisomic cell proportions). Experiment 1 (upper four plots) involved 114 
targeted loci along chr2 and chr21. Experiment 2 (lower four plots) involved extended 
TAC-seq probe set with 224 targeted loci along chr2, chr3, and chr21. One biological 
replica is depicted at various UMI thresholds. The red asterisk indicates a significant 
difference between the normalized molecule counts of the reference chromosomes (2 
and 3) and the chromosome of interest (21) of a studied sample (p < 0.05, one-tailed 
Welch’s t-test). Adopted from (Teder et al., 2018). 
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7.2. Paper II 

7.2.1. Computational NIPT analysis framework for  
targeted sequencing assays 

The developed computational analysis framework enables the detection of fetal 
chromosomal trisomy from targeted high-coverage sequencing data. This 
computational framework incorporates a 2-phase analysis. Firstly, sequentially 
targeted loci are classified with an appropriate HMM to find the most likely 
fetal condition behind each locus. Secondly, the sequentially classified loci are 
in turn used to classify the entire chromosome by additional machine learning 
(ML) methods. As a result, the developed framework enables to detect fetal 
trisomy and the parental origin of an extra chromosome (Figure 8). 

 
 

 
Figure 8. Overview of the developed 2-phase computational framework. The compu-
tational framework included two steps: (1) classification of loci by chromosome using 
hidden Markov model (HMM) based read count (RC), allelic ratio (AR), and combined 
(RCAR) models; and (2) classification of a chromosome using HMM mode, decision 
tree (DT), or support vector machine (SVM) as euploidy or (maternally or paternally 
inherited) trisomy. Adopted and modified from (Teder et al., 2019). 
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To evaluate the developed computational analysis framework for fetal trisomy 
detection, comprehensive simulation-based experiments were conducted. The in 
silico simulated datasets covered a wide variety of relevant variables such as 
fetal chromosomal condition (euploidy, maternally and paternally inherited 
trisomy), read depth (500 to 15,000 reads per locus), and different fetal fraction 
proportions (1 to 20% of total cfDNA). 

 
7.2.1.1. Locus classification 

In order to classify sequential targeted loci into predefined states representing 
different fetal conditions like euploidy and trisomy (maternally and paternally 
inherited trisomy), we developed three different HMMs, considering possible 
input data from currently available targeted sequencing assays. The developed 
models considered either read count data, allele-informative count data for 
polymorphic loci, or both aforementioned data types. The targeted loci were 
classified by chromosome into predefined states using the Viterbi algorithm, 
which can find the most likely underlying state of each locus that matches best 
to a given HMM. 

The read count (RC) model is a 2-state HMM, which uses sequencing read 
counts to classify sequential loci into two predefined fetal conditions – euploidy 
or trisomy. The RC model is not able to determine the parental origin of the 
trisomy nor estimate the fetal fraction as maternally and paternally inherited 
alleles are indistinguishable using sequencing read count data. To take this 
limitation into account, an RC model with a fixed fetal fraction of 10% was 
used for comparison. The RC model with fixed fetal fraction showed excellent 
results detecting fetal euploidy on simulated datasets (accuracy > 0.99). On the 
other hand, this method was ineffective for detecting fetal trisomy if the fetal 
fraction was lower than 6% (accuracy = 0.11). Increasing the read depth 
induced only a minor increase in detection accuracy (Table 8). 

The allelic ratio (AR) based model is a 7-state HMM, which uses allelic 
ratios (calculated using allele-informative count data for polymorphic loci) to 
classify the sequential loci into seven predefined states representing three fetal 
conditions – euploidy, maternally and parentally inherited trisomy. The AR 
model showed excellent results detecting fetal euploidy on simulated datasets 
even at a fetal fraction of 1% and read depth of 500 (accuracy > 0.99) and 
reasonable accuracy detecting maternally originated trisomy if fetal fraction was 
equal to or greater than 6% and read depth was over 10,000. The model was 
unable to distinguish paternally inherited trisomy from maternally inherited 
trisomy in a given range of read depth and fetal fraction (Table 8). 

The combined (RCAR) model is a 7-state HMM, which uses both read count 
and allelic ratio information to classify sequential loci into seven predefined 
states representing three fetal conditions – euploidy, maternally and paternally 
inherited trisomy. The RCAR model showed excellent results detecting fetal 
euploidy on simulated datasets (accuracy > 0.99). However, the model was 
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unable to detect paternally originated trisomy in a given range of read depth and 
fetal fraction (Table 8). 

 
7.2.1.2. Chromosome classification 

Sequential loci classified by HMM in the previous step were used to classify the 
entire chromosome between three studied fetal conditions – euploidy, mater-
nally, and paternally inherited trisomy. In addition to HMM mode, where the 
decision was based on the most frequently observed state, two supplemental 
ML methods for multi-class classification were also applied – decision tree 
(DT) and support vector machine (SVM). The supplemental ML models were 
integrated into the framework to improve chromosome classification results of 
the HMMs, especially in the case of paternally inherited trisomy. The results of 
each locus classification model (RC, AR, and RCAR) on in silico simulated 
datasets were used as input to supplemental ML model for the evaluation of 
fetal trisomy detection. 

Fetal trisomy detection accuracy improved with the increase of fetal fraction 
and read depth for all three approaches. Also, using the supplemental ML 
methods for chromosome classification significantly improved the detection 
accuracy. The gain in classification accuracy was more significant in extreme 
situations, such as low fetal fraction and/or read depth (Table 8). 

 
Table 8. Summarized fetal euploidy and trisomy classification accuracy with different 
computational models. Each value represents an average classification accuracy across 
3,600,000 simulated cell-free DNA samples within a given fetal condition (euploidy, 
maternally and paternally inherited trisomy), fetal fraction (1 to 20%), and sequencing 
depth (500 to 15,000 reads). RC – read count model; AR – allelic ratio model; RCAR – 
combined model; HMM – hidden Markov model; DT – decision tree model; SVM – 
support vector machine model. Adopted and modified from (Teder et al., 2019). 

Fetal 
fraction 

RC (fixed fetal fraction) AR RCAR 
HMM DT SVM HMM DT SVM HMM DT SVM 

1–5% 0.56 0.93 0.95 0.34 0.69 0.69 0.49 0.91 0.90 
6–10% 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.54 0.92 0.92 0.65 1.00 1.00 
11–15% 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.63 0.98 0.98 0.67 1.00 1.00 
16–20% 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.65 0.99 0.99 0.67 1.00 1.00 
Overall 0.89 0.98 0.99 0.54 0.89 0.90 0.62 0.98 0.98 

 
 
The read count based chromosome classification uses locus classification results 
of the RC model to classify chromosomes into two predefined conditions re-
presenting fetal euploidy and trisomy. The RC model with fixed fetal fraction 
offered the highest HMM-based chromosome classification accuracy (accuracy 
= 0.89). Applying supplemental ML methods significantly improved the 
classification at the lower range of fetal fraction (1 to 5%). The DT based model 
allowed accurate detection of fetal condition at a fetal fraction as low as 3%. 
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The SVM-based model had an even lower limit as the model allowed accurate 
detection even at 2% fetal fraction (Figure 9, Table 8). 

 
 

 
Figure 9. Classification accuracy of the read count (RC) model with fixed fetal fraction 
in conjunction with the machine learning models on simulated datasets. The simulated 
datasets of fetal euploidy and trisomy (vertical panels) were first classified by the RC 
model and the resulting class frequencies were further classified by the decision tree 
(DT) and support vector machine (SVM) and compared against the hidden Markov 
model (HMM) results (horizontal panels). Each panel includes cells with different fetal 
fractions (x-axis) and sequencing read depths (y-axis). Each cell includes 10,000 cell-
free DNA samples and the color represents the model classification accuracy. Adopted 
from (Teder et al., 2019). 

 
The allelic ratio based chromosome classification uses locus classification 
results of the AR model to classify chromosomes into three predefined fetal 
conditions – euploidy, maternally, and paternally inherited trisomy. The AR 
model offered the lowest HMM-based chromosome classification accuracy 
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(accuracy = 0.54). The model was not able to detect maternally inherited 
trisomy below 6% fetal fraction and paternally inherited trisomy at a given 
range of read depth. Supplemental ML methods increased the detection 
accuracy of the AR model results significantly in most cases. Both the DT and 
SVM based models allowed maternally inherited trisomy detection at 5% fetal 
fraction and paternally inherited trisomy detection at a given parameter space. 
However, the SVM-based method was unable to detect fetal euploidy at a read 
depth of 500 (Figure 10, Table 8). 
 

 

 
Figure 10. Classification accuracy of the allelic ratio (AR) model in conjunction with 
the machine learning models on simulated datasets. The simulated datasets of fetal 
euploidy, maternally and paternally trisomy (vertical panels) were first classified by the 
AR model and the resulting class frequencies were further classified by the decision tree 
(DT) and support vector machine (SVM) and compared against the hidden Markov 
model (HMM) results (horizontal panels). Each panel includes cells with different fetal 
fractions (x-axis) and sequencing read depths (y-axis). Each cell includes 10,000 cell-
free DNA samples and the color represents the model classification accuracy. Adopted 
from (Teder et al., 2019). 

 
The read count and allelic ratio based chromosome classification use locus 
classification results of the RCAR model to classify chromosomes into three 
predefined fetal conditions – euploidy, maternally, and paternally inherited 
trisomy. The RCAR model offered slightly improved chromosome classifica-
tion results (accuracy = 0.62) compared to the AR model (accuracy = 0.54). The 
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model was not able to detect maternally inherited trisomy below 3% fetal 
fraction and paternally inherited trisomy at a given range of read depth. 
Supplemental ML methods increased the detection accuracy of the RCAR 
model results in most cases. Both the DT and SVM based models allowed 
maternally inherited trisomy detection at 2% fetal fraction and paternally 
inherited trisomy detection at a given parameter space. However, the supple-
mental methods decreased fetal euploidy detection results at low fetal fraction 
and read depth compared to the RCAR model (Figure 11, Table 8). 
 

 

 
Figure 11. Classification accuracy of the combined (RCAR) model in conjunction with 
the machine learning models on simulated datasets. The simulated datasets of fetal 
euploidy, maternally and paternally trisomy (vertical panels) were first classified by the 
RCAR model and the resulting class frequencies were further classified by the decision 
tree (DT) and support vector machine (SVM) and compared against the hidden Markov 
model (HMM) results (horizontal panels). Each panel includes cells with different fetal 
fractions (x-axis) and sequencing read depths (y-axis). Each cell includes 10,000 cell-
free DNA samples and the color represents the model classification accuracy. Adopted 
from (Teder et al., 2019). 

 
7.2.2. In vitro analysis 

To demonstrate the developed computational analysis framework in practice, 
the RC model was applied on an experimentally controlled dataset correspon-
ding to fetal T21 pregnancy. The Experiment 2 dataset included 12 samples 
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with different proportions of DNA from a T21 cell line sample. First, the 
molecule counts of the targeted loci were cleaned. From the initial 99 targeted 
loci on chromosome 21, only 69 to 86 loci with 527 reads per sample remained 
on average after locus-wise outlier removal. Second, the molecule counts of 
sequential loci on chromosome 21 were classified with the developed RC model 
as either euploid or trisomic. In conclusion, the RC model showed high 
classification accuracy even with less than 100 targeted loci per chromosome of 
interest with a sequencing depth close to 500 reads per target (Figure 12). 

 
 

 
Figure 12. Classification of targeted loci using the read count (RC) model on experi-
mental targeted sequencing dataset. Experimentally controlled synthetic trisomy 
samples were created by mixing different proportions of genomic DNA from a non-
trisomy 21 cell line with a genomic DNA from a trisomy 21 cell line to imitate different 
proportions of fetal fraction (FF), each in three replicas. Genomic DNA was sheared to 
150 to 200 bp fragments by sonication to mimic cfDNA. DNA fragments were hybri-
dized and sequenced using TAC-seq detector probes specifically designed to target only 
the reference chromosome 2 (68 targeted loci) and chromosome 3 (60 targeted loci), 
and the studied chromosome 21 (99 targeted loci). Read counts of targeted loci were 
converted to absolute molecular counts using unique molecular identifiers with the 
threshold of one to reduce the amplification bias. Obtained absolute molecule counts of 
each sample were filtered by interquartile range to remove outliers and used as input to 
RC model to classify each targeted locus either euploidy (green color) or trisomy (red 
color). Sequentially classified targeted loci per sample are visualized as colored dots. 
Adopted from (Teder et al., 2019). 
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7.3. Paper III 
A total of 424 clinical patient samples were collected to validate the low-
coverage WGS-based NIPT analysis pipeline for Estonian prenatal clinical care. 
The initial sample set included 259 high-risk and 149 general population 
samples from the Estonian cohort and 16 samples from the Belgium cohort 
(enriched for aneuploidy cases). Four samples diagnosed with rare chromoso-
mal aberrations not included in the validation study were removed from the 
analysis. Therefore, the final test set included 255 high-risk and 16 Belgium 
samples that were invasively confirmed either by CVS or AC. Additional 149 
general population samples were used as the initial reference set. 

 
7.3.1. Analysis pipeline 

A computational analysis pipeline was developed to integrate NIPT into pre-
natal clinical care in Estonia. The developed NIPT pipeline includes sequencing 
data quality control, fetal aneuploidy detection, fetal fraction estimation, and 
fetal sex determination. Prior to the computational NIPT analysis, the se-
quenced cfDNA samples of pregnant women undergo routine quality control. 
Samples passing this inspection are further analyzed by two separate work-
flows. First, the NIPTmer workflow is used to detect fetal aneuploidy and 
determine fetal sex. In sequencing data preprocessing, raw sequencing reads are 
used to create a list of k-mers for each chromosome. The k-mer lists are cleaned 
from non-unique k-mers, potentially polymorphic k-mers (overlapping with 
SNPs), and k-mers from difficult-to-interrogate regions of the human genome 
(e.g., centromeres, telomeres, and pseudo-autosomal regions). NIPTmer uses a 
linear regression model trained on reference samples to predict the expected k-
mer counts for each chromosome. The difference between the measured and 
predicted k-mer counts is used to calculate the z-scores for each chromosome of 
interest. The z-scores with pre-defined threshold values are used to detect fetal 
aneuploidy and determine fetal sex. Second, the SeqFF workflow is used to 
estimate the fetal fraction of a sample. For the preprocessing, raw sequencing 
reads are aligned against the human reference genome. Next, aligned reads are 
filtered by mapping quality and sorted by coordinates. Last, the preprocessed 
reads are analyzed by SeqFF software to estimate the fetal fraction of a sample 
(Figure 13). 
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Figure 13. Developed non-invasive prenatal testing (NIPT) analysis pipeline. The 
developed NIPT analysis workflow uses a sequenced cell-free DNA sample of a preg-
nant woman as input. that have passed quality control as an input to detect fetal 
aneuploidy, estimate fetal fraction, and determine fetal gender. 
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7.3.2. Fetal fraction analysis 

Fetal fraction was estimated using SeqFF software. The mean fetal fractions 
were 10.1% (SD = 6.7%) and 16.7% (SD = 8.4%) for the test and reference sets, 
respectively. Approximately 3% (8/271) of the test samples had fetal fraction 
below 4%, a widely accepted minimum for reliable detection of common 
trisomies (Canick et al., 2013; Ehrich et al., 2011; Gregg et al., 2016; Norton et 
al., 2012) (Figure 14). Despite that, all samples with low fetal fraction, 
including two aneuploidy cases (T13 and T18), were correctly identified as 
euploid or aneuploid. 

 

 
Figure 14. Fetal fraction distribution. A total of 271 test samples in a validation study 
were analyzed. The mean fetal fraction was 10.1%. About 3.0% (8/271) of the samples 
had fetal fraction below the lower detection boundary of 4% and were eliminated from 
the following fetal aneuploidy analysis. 

 
7.3.3. Fetal aneuploidy analysis 

Fetal aneuploidy was estimated on the test set using NIPTmer software. The 
three most common fetal autosomal trisomies, such as T21, T18, T13, and an 
allosomal 45,X were validated in this study. For autosomal trisomies, z-score of 
3.0 was used as a threshold value for trisomy detection, which should theore-
tically include approximately 99.9% of all euploid samples. This allowed 
correct identification of all known non-mosaic T21 (15/15), T18 (9/9), and T13 
(4/4) cases. 0.7% (2/271) of the test set samples had false positive test results. 
These include two false positive T18 cases, while no false positive cases were 
observed in the case of T21 and T13. These false positive T18 cases were 
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confirmed healthy by an invasive procedure. The sensitivity of NIPTmer was 
100% for T21, non-mosaic T18, and T13, and the specificity was 100% for T21 
and T13, and 99.2% for T18 (Table 9). 

In addition to autosomal trisomies, the test set included four fetal 45,X cases. 
Female fetus with chromosome X deficit (z-score < -6.5) was the high-risk 
indicator for 45,X. All 45,X cases (4/4) were correctly identified (z-scores 
ranging from -8.1 to -16.4), and there were no false positive results. The 
sensitivity and specificity were 100% for fetal 45,X (Table 9). 

 
Table 9. Non-invasive prenatal testing validation study for common fetal aneuploidies 
(T21, T18, T13, and 45,X). The table includes 255 high-risk Estonian and 16 Belgium 
cohort samples. 149 general population samples, used as a reference set, are excluded 
from the results, as well as 4 samples diagnosed with other chromosomal aberrations 
were not included in the final validation set. 

 
 

7.3.4. Fetal sex determination 

Fetal sex was estimated on the invasively confirmed Estonian samples using 
NIPTmer. The test sample set included 123 female (48.2%) and 132 male 
(51.8%) fetuses. Four different sex chromosome (allosome) models were used 
to determine the fetal sex. Unlike the autosomal models, the allosomal models 
used reference samples of corresponding sex to estimate the model parameters 
for the female and male models separately. As a result, fetal sex was determined 
correctly for all tested samples (255/255), including 45,X cases (4/4). 

 

Fetal 
condition 

NIPT result 
Total Sensi-

tivity 
Speci-
ficity 

Positive 
predictive 

value 
Low- 
risk 

High-risk 
T21 T18 T13 45,X 

Euploidy 237 2 239
T21 15 15 100% 100% 100% 
T18 9 9 100% 99.2% 81.8% 
T13 4 4 100% 100% 100% 
45,X 4 4 100% 100% 100% 
Overall 237 15 11 4 4 271 100% 99.2% 94.1% 
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8. DISCUSSION 

Prenatal screening helps to detect congenital abnormalities at early stage. 
Detected high risk for chromosomal aneuploidy is confirmed by an invasive 
diagnostic procedure, such as AC or CVS followed by karyotyping. Unfortu-
nately, the invasive procedure poses a small risk of miscarriage. To avoid 
unnecessary risk of miscarriage and stress for pregnant women, prenatal 
screening methods have to be accurate and cost-effective at the same time. A 
relatively new non-invasive approach called NIPT has been recently introduced 
to prenatal screening practice. Compared to conventional non-invasive prenatal 
screening methods, such as maternal serum biomarker analysis and fetal NT 
scan, NIPT is more accurate at detecting fetal aneuploidy and produces signi-
ficantly fewer false positive test results. Unfortunately, NIPT is more expensive 
due to the laboratory and sequencing costs. Therefore, different combinations of 
prenatal methods, such as FCT and NIPT, should be used for optimal balance 
between accuracy and cost-effectiveness in a clinical setting. Continuous 
advancements in throughput and availability of sequencing platforms have 
significantly reduced the sequencing cost in recent years. These developments 
have allowed a wider introduction of NIPT. Currently, many European 
countries have adopted NIPT into their national healthcare programs. For 
example, in Belgium and Netherlands, NIPT is offered for all pregnant women. 
Then again, most other European countries (e.g., Estonia), offer NIPT only for 
high-risk patients after the FCT (Gadsbøll et al., 2020). 

This dissertation introduces two different NIPT approaches for fetal 
aneuploidy detection based on targeted sequencing and low-coverage WGS. To 
use the targeted sequencing approach, a novel method called TAC-seq was 
developed, which enables precise nucleic-acid based biomarker quantification. 
Similar to other targeted assays, TAC-seq uses oligonucleotides, which are 
specifically designed to detect pre-defined genomic loci of interest. In addition, 
TAC-seq locus-specific oligonucleotides also incorporate UMI sequences, 
which enable to reduce possible quantitative bias introduced by the PCR 
amplification step. Applying TAC-seq on a cfDNA sample of a pregnant 
woman enables to differentiate imbalances of targeted chromosomal regions by 
taking reference chromosome into account as a baseline. Compared to the 
WGS-based approach, TAC-seq quantifies only targeted regions, which has its 
pros and cons. By targeting specific chromosomes or genomic regions of 
interest, one can be confident that selected regions are sufficiently covered, 
which might not be the case with low-coverage WGS. Also, targeting allows 
local high-resolution investigation even at the gene exon level. This advantage 
allows targeted approaches to be used for detecting small clinically important 
regions which could be missed by a low-coverage WGS-based approach. Most 
importantly, targeted approaches need less cfDNA and sequencing reads per 
sample, and thus more samples can be sequenced in parallel, therefore, reducing 
the sequencing cost per sample. As sequencing cost and coverage are inversely 
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proportional and play a major role in successful and accurate analysis, it 
significantly affects the overall cost of NIPT. The limitation of TAC-seq is that 
only selected regions, which are unique in the human genome, can be targeted. 
Also, there is a theoretical upper limiting number of regions that can be targeted 
in a single reaction as the risk of cross-hybridization between detector oligo-
nucleotide probes increase with a larger probe set. To date, TAC-seq assay with 
up to a few hundred target loci has been tested in practice (Teder et al., 2018, 
2019; Wedenoja et al., 2020). Experiments with an upper limiting number of 
targets are yet to be carried out. For further research, it would be interesting to 
see if TAC-seq assay with variant-specific detector oligonucleotide probes can 
distinguish maternal and fetal genotypes. Targeting clinically relevant genetic 
variants would offer new opportunities for prenatal screening in addition to fetal 
aneuploidy detection. Additionally, TAC-seq assay and its application in NIPT 
should be clinically validated on cfDNA samples of pregnant women. 

A novel computational analysis framework was developed for targeted high-
coverage sequencing based NIPT. Besides wider usage, this work was moti-
vated by the development of TAC-seq aneuploidy screening assay. The 
framework incorporates 2-layer analysis to detect fetal trisomy and the parental 
origin of an extra chromosome. In the first phase of analysis, sequentially 
targeted loci are classified by HMM to find the most likely fetal condition 
behind each locus. The developed models use either read counts or allelic ratios 
of sequentially targeted loci as input. Although such naïve classification models 
work relatively well in optimal conditions, an accurate fetal fraction estimation 
is necessary, especially in edge cases (e.g., low fetal fraction and read depth), in 
order to control the precision and uncertainty of fetal trisomy detection. The 
fetal fraction of a studied cfDNA sample can be estimated using models, which 
include allelic ratios as one of the inputs. Natively, the read count based model 
is not able to distinguish maternal and fetal genotypes and thereby cannot be 
used to estimate fetal fraction. On the other hand, the read count model is robust 
as it only requires sequencing read counts as its input. As separate allele counts 
are not supported by all targeted approaches, a read count based model can be 
incorporated into currently used targeted approaches allowing wider adoption 
compared to allelic ratio based models. In the second phase of analysis, the 
sequentially classified loci (output of the first phase) are used to classify the 
entire studied chromosome as either euploid or trisomic by additional ML 
methods, such as DT or SVM. The developed computational NIPT analysis 
framework was effectively applied on in silico simulated euploid and trisomic 
samples (Table 8). The read count based model in conjunction with the SVM 
showed the best results in detecting fetal trisomy over a wider range of fetal 
fraction and read depth. It can detect fetal trisomy even at 2% of fetal fraction, 
which is lower than the widely used minimum threshold of 4% (Canick et al., 
2013; Ehrich et al., 2011; Gregg et al., 2016; Norton et al., 2012). Although the 
read count model can be easily incorporated into all targeted sequencing based 
NIPT workflows, the combined model of read count and allelic ratio data is the 
recommended choice with allele counts, as it enables to estimate fetal fraction, 
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which is an important metric for analytical uncertainty assessment. In addition, 
the combined model allows to investigate the parental origin of extra chromo-
somes using allelic patterns (Table 7). For the proof-of-principle study, the read 
count based model was applied on in vitro developed synthetical samples to 
demonstrate the feasibility of the approach. TAC-seq assay was used to target a 
few hundred loci on experimentally controlled samples corresponding to fetal 
T21 pregnancy with different fetal fraction intervals. The results with a relati-
vely small number of targets (69 to 86 per chromosome of interest) and read 
depth (on average 527 reads per locus) demonstrate that the read count based 
model on TAC-seq assay can be used to successfully detect fetal trisomy 
(Figure 12). Further analysis and possible optimization with actual cfDNA 
samples are needed before the developed computational analysis framework can 
be used in practice. Furthermore, a systematic search for a suitable target set 
and optimal threshold values for different fetal conditions is needed. This is 
followed by validation studies with clinical samples before this novel approach 
can be applied for aneuploidy screening in clinical settings. 

For low-coverage WGS-based NIPT, a dedicated NIPT pipeline, including 
laboratory and analytical workflows, was set up. The analytical workflow is 
based on NIPTmer software developed by our colleagues. NIPTmer takes the 
advantage of k-mers to detect fetal aneuploidies using WGS data. Compared to 
the read mapping based methods, the k-mer based approach is computationally 
less expensive and significantly faster. NIPTmer outputs z-scores for each 
chromosome, including allosomes, based on the difference between the 
observed and predicted k-mer counts using a linear regression model trained on 
the reference set of euploid samples. Calculated z-scores are used to detect fetal 
aneuploidy for chromosomes of interest (chr13, chr18, chr21, and chrX) and to 
determine fetal sex. The developed NIPTmer workflow was applied on clinical 
patients of Estonian (N = 255) and Belgium (N = 16) cohorts. The sensitivity of 
fetal trisomy was 100% for common aneuploidies (T21, T18, T13, and 45,X), 
and specificity was 100% for T21, T13, and 45,X and 99.2% for T18. The 
sensitivity and specificity of NIPTmer workflow for rare trisomies (T13 and 
T18) were higher than expected (Gil et al., 2017). This might be due to the low 
number of cases included in the validation study. For further optimization of 
NIPTmer, a more extensive reference set allows to estimate population para-
meters more precisely, which is important for decisions made on the basis of z-
score threshold criteria. 

Overall, both targeted and WGS-based NIPT approaches are one way to 
make prenatal screening for fetal aneuploidies more accurate and cost-effective. 
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9. CONCLUSION 

First, we designed and implemented a new targeted sequencing assay called 
TAC-seq for precise biomarker molecule counting (Paper I). Although there are 
already several targeting sequencing methods in clinical use, TAC-seq assay 
takes a new approach by incorporating UMI sequences into specifically 
designed oligonucleotide detector probes, which alleviate quantification bias 
introduced by PCR amplification in the library preparation step. As a result, 
TAC-seq assay quantifies targeted biomarkers, such as DNA or RNA sequen-
ces, with a molecule-level precision. We applied TAC-seq on synthetic T21 
control samples and evaluated trisomy detection accuracy at different 
concentrations of trisomic DNA. Also, I developed a command-line tool 
suitable for TAC-seq data analysis. TAC-seq data analysis tool is freely avail-
able software, which mediates the conversion of targeted sequencing data into 
read and molecule counts per targeted loci and sample with user-defined UMI 
threshold. 

I also developed a computational NIPT analysis framework for targeted 
high-coverage sequencing data (Paper II). The 2-phase framework uses HMM 
in conjunction with DT or SVM model to detect chromosomal trisomy. In addi-
tion to fetal trisomy detection, the allelic ratio based model is able to distinguish 
the parental origin of an extra chromosome and supports fetal fraction esti-
mation, which is an important quality metric for uncertainty assessment in NIPT 
analysis. A comprehensive evaluation of the developed computational analysis 
framework was conducted to determine the capabilities and limitations of fetal 
trisomy detection. For a proof-of-principle, we also used in vitro generated 
synthetic control samples corresponding to trisomic pregnancies with different 
fetal fractions. By targeting cfDNA samples of pregnant patients, TAC-seq 
assay can potentially be used in NIPT for fetal aneuploidy screening. Using 
TAC-seq with the developed computational NIPT analysis framework enables 
accurate fetal trisomy detection while being more cost-effective compared to the 
low-coverage WGS-based NIPT approaches, which after clinical validation can 
be used for routine clinical practice. 

We set up, implemented, optimized, and validated a low-coverage WGS-
based NIPT analysis pipeline for Estonian prenatal clinical care (Paper III). 
Based on our validation study results with Estonian and Belgium cohorts, the 
sensitivity of the developed NIPTmer-based aneuploidy detection workflow 
was 100% for common fetal aneuploidies (T21, T18, T13, and 45,X), and 
specificity was 100% for T21, T13, 45,X, and 99.2% for T18. As a result, we 
believe that the developed NIPT analysis pipeline can successfully be used as 
an efficient prenatal screening test in combination with an ultrasound scan for 
the first trimester fetal examination. Compared to the conventionally used FCT, 
NIPT has superior detection rate of common fetal aneuploidies and yields fewer 
false positive test results, which will significantly reduce the number of invasive 
procedures in prenatal screening. 
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10. SUMMARY IN ESTONIAN 

Suunatud ja ülegenoomsel sekveneerimisel põhinevate 
mitteinvasiivsete sünnieelsete testide arvutusmeetodite 

ja töövoogude väljatöötamine 
Aneuploidsus on patoloogiline seisund, kus rakus esineb üks või mitu üleliigset 
või puuduolevat kromosoomi. See on tingitud kromosoomide ebaühtlasest 
jagunemisest tütarrakkude vahel. Arvatakse, et rohkem kui 90% loote aneuploi-
diatest on tingitud emapoolsetest meiootilistest vigadest oogeneesis. Loote 
aneuploidiad on üks peamisi raseduse katkemise ja kaasasündinud arengu-
häirete põhjuseid. Aneuploidsed rasedused moodustavad vähemalt 10% kõigist 
kliiniliselt diagnoositud rasedustest. Paljud neist katkevad juba raseduse varases 
staadiumis (Nagaoka et al., 2012). Trisoomiate esinemissagedust mõjutavad 
mitmed faktori, millest peamine on raseda vanus. Näiteks moodustavad tri-
soomsed rasedused alla 25-aastaste naiste kõigist rasedustest 2%, samas kui üle 
40-aastaste rasedate seas on vastav näit 35% (Hassold & Hunt, 2001). 

Loote sõleuuring võimaldab avastada lootel esinevaid arenguhäireid ja 
erinevaid kromosoomhaiguseid nagu näiteks Down’i, Edwards’i ja Patau’ 
sündroomid. Varajane teave võimaliku loote kromosoomihaiguse kohta või-
maldab tulevasi vanemaid paremini ette valmistada ja langetada informeeritud 
otsus raseduse jätkamise osas. 

Laialdaselt on kasutusel esimese trimestri kombineeritud sõeluuring, mis 
sisaldab loote ultraheli- ja vereseerumi uuringuid. Kombineeritud sõeluuringu 
abil tuvastatakse ligikaudu 90% loote aneuploidiatest (Ridnõi et al., 2021; van 
Elslande et al., 2019). Lõpliku diagnoosi saamiseks suunatakse kõrge riski saa-
nud patsient edasi invasiivsele protseduurile nagu amniotsentees ja koorioni-
biopsia, millele järgneb karüotüpiseerimine. Eelnimetatud sõeluuringute 
puuduseks on arvestatav valepositiivsete testitulemuste hulk, mistõttu üle 90% 
positiivse tulemuse saanud patsientidest kannab täiesti tervet loodet (Russo & 
Blakemore, 2014). Ebavajalik invasiivne uuring põhjustab rasedatele asjatut 
stressi ja sellega kaasneb ka väike protseduurist tingitud oht raseduse katke-
miseks (Akolekar et al., 2015). 

Viimane täiendus loote aneuploidiate sõeluuringule on mitteinvasiivne 
sünnieelne testimine (ingl k non-invasive prenatal testing ehk NIPT), mis 
põhineb loote päritolu rakuvaba DNA (ingl k cell-free DNA ehk cfDNA) 
analüüsil. Loote cfDNA avastati raseda vereproovist 1997. aastal (Dennis Lo et 
al., 1997). Loote cfDNA pärineb peamiselt platsenta trofoblastidest, kust apop-
toosi teel vabanenud DNA fragmendid suunatakse raseda vereringesse ja 
sedakaudu utiliseerimisse. Loote cfDNA moodustab ligikaudu 10% kogu raseda 
cfDNA-st ja selle osakaal kasvab raseduse edenemisel (Ashoor, Syngelaki, 
Poon, et al., 2013). Esimese trimestri kombineeritud sõeluuringuga võrreldes on 
NIPT tundlikkus ja spetsiifilisus oluliselt kõrgemad. NIPT tuvastamise määr 
sagedasemate loote aneuploidiate korral on üle 95% ja valepositiivsete 
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testitulemuste hulk jääb alla 0,5% (Gil et al., 2017). Lisaks loote aneuploidiate 
tuvastamisele võimaldab NIPT määrata loote sugu ja ka sub-kromosomaalseid 
aberratsioone. NIPT laialdasemat rakendamist kliinilises praktikas takistab 
sekveneerimistehnoloogiast tingitud kõrgem kulu. 

 
 

Uurimistöö eesmärgid 

1. Töötada välja TAC-seq analüüsi jaoks sobiv sekveneerimisandmete töötluse 
ja analüüsi töövoog. Rakendada väljatöötatud TAC-seq analüüsitarkvara 
sünteetiliste trisoomia proovide analüüsimiseks ning hinnata tulemuste 
täpsust. 

2. Töötada välja arvutuslik analüüsiraamistik ja sellega seotud statistilised 
meetodid suunatud kõrge katvusega NIPT sekveneerimisanalüüsi jaoks. 
Uurida nende meetodite bioloogilisi ja tehnilisi piiranguid ja võimekust, 
kasutades erinevaid in silico simuleeritud andmekogumeid. Lisaks raken-
dada neid arvutusvahendeid in vitro loodud sünteetiliste trisoomia proovide 
NIPT analüüsiks. 

3. Seadistada üles, optimeerida ning juurutada madala katvusega ülegenoomsel 
sekveneerimisel põhinev NIPT töövoog Eesti tervishoiusüsteemis. Viia läbi 
valideerimisuuring kasutades rasedate patsientide kliinilisi proove. 

  
 

Materjal ja metoodika 

Esimeses ja teises in vitro uurimuses loodi eksperimentaalsed trisoomiaga 
rasedust imiteerivad kontrollproovid. Selleks kasutati trisoomset ja mitte-
trisoomset rakuliini. Esmalt eraldati rakuliinist genoomne DNA, mis lõhuti 
sonikeerimise abil 150 kuni 200 bp juppideks, nagu on iseloomulik cfDNA 
fragmentidele. Seejärel segati kahest rakuliinidest saadud fragmendid kokku 
erinevates vahekordades, mis esindas laia loote fraktsiooni vahemikku. Eksperi-
mentaalseid in vitro proove kasutati suunatud sekveneerimisel põhineva NIPT 
metoodika katsetes. Selleks disainiti referentskromosoomide 2 ja 3 ning 
uuritava kromosoomi 21 kvantiseerimiseks spetsiaalsed TAC-seq oligonukleo-
tiidid. Eksperiment 1 sisaldas 16 eksperimentaalselt loodud proovi ja 114 
sihtmärklookust. Eksperiment 2 sisaldas 12 eksperimentaalselt loodud proovi ja 
224 sihtmärklookust. Iga proovi puhul hinnati referentskromosoomide ja 
uuritava kromosoomi erinevust kasutades sihtmärklookuste kvantitatiivseid 
väärtuseid. 

Teises in silico uurimuses simuleeriti suunatud sekveneerimist modelleerides 
raseda cfDNA andmestikud. Kokku loodi 1 800 andmestikku, mis erinesid 
üksteisest loote kromosomaalse oleku (euploida, ema päritolu trisoomia ja isa 
päritolu trisoomia), loote fraktsiooni (1% kuni 20%) ja sekveneerimissügavuse 
(500 kuni 15 000 lugemit lookuse kohta) osas. Iga andmestik sisaldas 10 000 
indiviidi ja iga indiviid sisaldas 1 000 lookust. Simuleeritud in silico andmes-
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tikel rakendati loodud varjatud Markovi mudeleid (ingl k hidden Markov model 
ehk HMM) lookuste ja kromosoomide klassifitseerimiseks loote kromo-
somaalse oleku kategooriatesse. Täiendavalt rakendati klassifitseeritud lookus-
tele ka masinõppe meetodeid nagu otsustuspuu (ingl k decision tree ehk DT) ja 
tugivektor masin (ingl k support-vector machine ehk SVM) kromosoomide 
täiustatud klassifitseerimiseks loote kromosomaalse oleku kategooriatesse. 

Kolmas uurimus hõlmas Eesti ja Belgia rasedate kohorte, kus oli kokku 424 
üksikrasedusega patsienti. Eesti kohort koosnes vastavalt 259 kõrge ja 149 
madala riskiga raseda vereproovidest. Vereproovid võeti Tartu Ülikooli Kliini-
kumis ja Ida-Tallinna Keskhaiglas aastatel 2015 kuni 2018. Eesti kohort 
sisaldas 28 aneuploidia juhtu – 13 trisoomia 21 (T21), 7 trisoomia 18 (T18), 4 
monosoomia X (45,X), 1 mosaiik T18, 1 trisoomia 13 (T13), 1 mosaiik trisoo-
mia 8 ja 1 trisoomia X. Belgia kohort hõlmas 16 proovi UZ Leuveni inimese-
geneetika keskusest (Leuven, Belgia), mille hulgas esines 8 aneuploidia juhtu – 
2 T21, 3 T18 ja 3 T13. Kogutud raseda cfDNA proovid sekveneeriti madala 
katvusega ülegenoomselt. Saadud sekveneerimisandmete põhjal hinnati iga 
proovi puhul sagedasemate aneuploidiate (T21, T18, T13 ja 45,X) esinemise 
riski kasutades NIPTmer tarkvara. 

 
 

Uurimistöö tulemused 

Doktoritöö esimese uurimuse raames töötati välja uus suunatud sekveneerimisel 
põhinev TAC-seq meetod, mis võimaldab DNA ja RNA algmolekulide täpset 
loendamist. Kuigi kliinilises kasutuses on juba mitmeid analoogseid lahendusi, 
on TAC-seq eripäraks detektsiooni oligonukleotiididesse kavandatud unikaalsed 
molekulide identifikaatorid (ingl k unique molecular identifier ehk UMI). See 
võimaldab algmolekulide loendamist ka pärast amplifikatsiooni sekveneerimis-
raamatukogu ettevalmistamise etapis. Lisaks töötati välja TAC-seq laboratoor-
sele protokollile vastav analüüsi tarkvara, mis vahendab suunatud sekvenee-
rimisandmete konverteerimist proovide ja lookuste kaupa lugemite ja mole-
kulide hulgaks etteantud UMI lävendi alusel. TAC-seq analüüsi töövoo hinda-
miseks kasutati etteantud kontsentratsiooniga sünteetilisi kontrollproove, mille 
puhul võrreldi sisendmolekulide hulka detekteeritud molekulide arvuga. Selle 
tulemusel selgus, et TAC-seq on kõrge sensitiivsusega meetod algmolekulide 
täpseks kvantiseerimiseks laias kontsentratsioonivahemikus (1 kuni 3 × 105 
molekuli sihtmärklookuse kohta). Lisaks hinnati TAC-seq meetodi tundlikkust 
trisoomia määramisel erinevate loote fraktsioonide korral. Nii Eksperiment 1 
kui ka Eksperiment 2 tulemuste põhjal selgus, et referentskromosoomide ja 
uuritava kromosoomi sihtmärklookuste kvantitatiivsete väärtuste vahel esineb 
statistiliselt oluline erinevus alates 10% loote fraktsioonist. 

Teise uurimuse käigus arendati välja arvutuslik analüüsiraamistik loote 
trisoomiate määramiseks kõrge katvusega suunatud sekveneerimisandmetest. 
Analüüsi esimeses etapis klassifitseeritakse ühel kromosoomil asuvad järjes-
tikused lookused kromosomaalse oleku kategooriatesse kasutades HMM-i. 
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Klassifitseeritud lookused jaotatakse omakorda kromosoomi oleku kategoo-
riatesse, kasutades täiendavaid masinõppe meetodeid nagu DT ja SVM, mille 
tulemuseks on riskihinnang iga uuritava kromosoomi kohta. Arendatud 
analüüsiraamistiku rakendamisel in silico simuleeritud andmestikul selgus, et 
lugemite hulgal põhinev HMM koostöös SVM mudeliga võimaldab loote tri-
soomia määramist alates 2% loote fraktsioonist. Samal ajal võimaldab lugemite 
hulgal ja alleelide suhtel põhinev mudel lisaks määrata trisoomse kromosoomi 
vanemlikku päritolu ja loote fraktsiooni, kuid trisoomia määramisel vajab sama 
loote fraktsiooni korral oluliselt kõrgemat sekveneerimise sügavust. Lisaks 
rakendati lugemite hulgal põhinevat HMM mudelit ka eksperimentaalsetel in 
vitro proovidel, mille tulemusena suudeti õigesti tuvastada kõik trisoomsed ja 
mitte-trisoomsed kromosoomid. 

Kolmanda uurimuse eesmärgiks oli madala katvusega ülegenoomse NIPT 
meetodi valideerimine ja kasutuselevõtt Eesti tervishoiusüsteemis. Selleks 
implementeeriti NIPTmer ja SeqFF tarkvaradel põhinevad analüüsi töövood 
loote aneuploidiate määramiseks ja loote fraktsiooni hindamiseks. Lisaks viidi 
läbi validatsiooniuuring, mis hõlmas ühtekokku 424 rasedat, kellest 271 moo-
dustasid testgrupi ja 149 proovi referentsgrupi. Uuringust selgus, et NIPTmer 
töövoo sensitiivsus on kõikide sagedamini esinevate loote aneuploidiate T21 
(15/15), T18 (9/9), T13 (4/4) ja 45,X (4/4) korral 100% ja spetsiifilisus on T21, 
T13 ja 45,X korral 100% ning T18 korral 99,2%. Vale positiivsete osakaal oli 
0,7% (2/271). 

 
 

Uurimistöö kokkuvõte ja järeldused 

Antud doktoritöö keskseks teemaks oli NIPT, mis põhineb ema veres leiduva 
loote päritolu rakuvaba DNA analüüsil. Võrreldes traditsionaalsete sõeluuringu 
meetoditega, pakub NIPT oluliselt kõrgemat sensitiivsust ja spetsiifilisust 
sagemini esinevate kromosoomihäirete suhtes. Doktoritöö tutvustab kahte 
erinevat NIPT lähenemist loote aneuploidsuse tuvastamiseks, mis põhinevad 
suunatud ja madala katvusega ülegenoomsel sekveneerimisel. 

Suunatud sekveneerimismeetodi kasutamiseks töötati välja uudne meetod 
nimega TAC-seq, mis võimaldab nukleiinhappejärjestustel põhinevate bio-
markerite täpset kvantifitseerimist. TAC-seq rakendamine raseda naise cfDNA 
proovile võimaldab kvantitatiivselt hinnata uuritava kromosoomi osakaalu 
referentskromosoomi(de) suhtes. Võrreldes ülegenoomse lähenemisviisiga, 
kvantifitseerib TAC-seq ainult etteantud sihtmärkpiirkonnad genoomis. Konk-
reetsete huvipakkuvate piirkondade sekveneerimisel võib olla kindel, et valitud 
piirkonnad on piisavalt kaetud, mida ei pruugi alati saavutada madala katvusega 
ülegenoomse sekveneerimisega. See eelis võimaldab kasutada suunatud 
lähenemisviise lühemate, kuid kliiniliselt oluliste, piirkondade tuvastamiseks. 
Lisaks on TAC-seq eeliseks ka väiksem bioloogilise sisendmaterjali vajadus ja 
sekveneerimislugemite hulk proovi kohta, mis võimaldab suuremal hulgal 
proovide üheaegset sekveneerimist ja langetab analüüsi kulu proovi kohta. 
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Sellest lähtuvalt võib eeldada, et suunatud sekveneerimisel põhinev lahendus 
võimaldab oluliselt vähendada NIPT analüüsi kogukulusid ja seeläbi laiendada 
NIPT kättesaadavust suuremale hulgale rasedatele. TAC-seq ja teiste suunatud 
meetodite piiranguks on see, et sihtida saab ainult selliseid etteantud piirkondi 
genoomis, millel on piisavalt unikaalne järjestus. Samuti on olemas teoreetiline 
ülempiir sihtmärkide hulgal, mida saab korraga ühe reaktsiooni käigus vaa-
delda. Sihtmärkide hulga tõustes kasvab ka detektsiooni oligonukleotiidide 
vahelise risthübridiseerumise oht. Praeguseks on praktikas testitud kuni 
mõnesaja sihtmärklookusega TAC-seq analüüsi (Wedenoja et al., 2020). Katsed 
sihtmärkide hulga ülempiiri osas on veel läbi viimata. Vaja oleks läbi viia 
edasisi uuringuid, et kontrollida, kas TAC-seq suudab eristada ka ema ja loote 
genotüüpe cfDNA proovist. Kliiniliselt oluliste variantide sihtimine pakuks 
lisaks loote aneuploidsuse tuvastamisele ka uusi võimalusi sünnieelseks sõel-
uuringuks. TAC-seq põhise testi rakendamiseks NIPT analüüsiks oleks samuti 
vaja läbi uuring kliiniliselt valideeritud raseda naiste cfDNA proovidega. 

TAC-seq laboratoorsest meetodist inspireerituna töötati välja sobiv 
arvutuslik NIPT analüüsiraamistik. Kahekihiline analüüsiraamistik võimaldab 
tuvastada loote trisoomia. Lisaks võimaldavad alleelide suhtel põhinevad 
mudelid määrata loote fraktsiooni ja trisoomse kromosoomi vanemlikku 
päritolu. Lugemite hulgal põhinev HMM koos SVM mudeliga näitas parimaid 
tulemusi loote trisoomia tuvastamisel madala loote fraktsiooni ja sekve-
neerimise sügavuse vahemikus. See suudab tuvastada loote trisoomiat isegi 2% 
loote fraktsioonist, mis on madalam kui laialdaselt kasutatav minimaalne lävi 
4%. Kuna kasutusel olevad suunatud sekveneerimisel põhinevad lähenemis-
viisid ei toeta alleelivariantide eristamist, siis saab lugemite arvul põhinevat 
mudelit rakendada ka olemasolevatel kõrge katvusega töövoogudel. Samas 
võimaldab lugemite arvul ja alleelide suhte andmete kombineeritud mudel loote 
fraktsiooni määramist, mis on oluline meetrik määramatuse hindamiseks. Enne 
väljatöötatud arvutusliku analüüsiraamistiku praktikas kasutamist on vaja 
täiendavaid uuringuid kliiniliselt valideeritud rasedate cfDNA proovidega. 

Madala katvusega ülegenoomsel sekveneerimisel põhineva NIPT analüüsi 
jaoks loodi analüüsi töövoog, mis sisaldas meie varasemas publikatsioonis 
loodud NIPTmer tarkvara põhist loote aneuploidia tuvastamist ja SeqFF tark-
varal põhist loote fraktsiooni hindamist (Sauk et al., 2018). NIPTmer kasutab 
unikaalseid k-meeri järjestusi loote aneuploidsuse tuvastamiseks ülegenoom-
setest sekveneerimisandmetest. Võrreldes joondamispõhiste meetoditega, vajab 
k-meeridel töötav lahendus oluliselt vähem arvutusvõimsust ja on sama 
jõudluse juures oluliselt kiirem. Väljatöötatud töövoogu rakendati Eesti ja 
Belgia kliiniliselt valideeritud rasedate cfDNA proovi andmetel. Validatsiooni-
uuringu tulemusel on sagedamini esinevate loote aneuploidiate (T21, T18, T13 
ja 45,X) sensitiivsus 100% ja spetsiifilisus T21, T13 ja 45,X ja korral 100% ja 
T18 korral 99,2%. Valepositiivsete osakaal oli 0,7%. NIPTmer sensitiivsus ja 
spetsiifilisus loote trisoomiate puhul olid oodatust suuremad. Samas oli 
valepositiivsete osakaal oodatule sarnane (Gil et al., 2017). See võib olla tingi-
tud valideerimisuuringusse kaasatud juhtumite piiratud arvust. Edasised 
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uuringud võiksid keskenduda madala katvusega ülegenoomsel sekveneerimisel 
põhineva NIPT meetodi edasisele optimiseerimisele, seda nii tehnilises kui ka 
analüütilises võtmes. Pidev tehnoloogiline areng ja soodsam sekveneerimise 
hind võimaldaks kulutõhusamat NIPT analüüsi ja selle laialdasemat kätte-
saadavust. Lisaks võimaldab kõrgem sekveneerimise sügavus lühemate 
kliiniliselt oluliste piirkondade usaldusväärsemat määramist. 

Üldiselt on nii suunatud kui ka ülegenoomsel sekveneerimisel põhinevad 
NIPT meetodid muutnud rasedate sõeluuringu varasemast veel täpsemaks. Kui 
suunatud sekveneerimise suureks eeliseks on kulutõhusus, siis ülegenoomne 
lähenemine tuvastab valimatult kõikvõimalikke geneetilisi aberratsioone üle 
kogu genoomi. 
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